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owns two home: on ear tli and his recovery since •chapter and i,•erse where it said
working class and we are going xvhoin is his brother-in-law, en- fist-ass grocery. -W-e-c-ordially-8°1"Y-f
iguggigt-`'-
th tn: then wIrit would he the
_IfIlLslisAiL se_ — MI/Rigs V. HANTUOK Y THUR
SDAY. A 1.10447.
• er.If this stock law is voted I 1
shady-dollars. Now, Bro. Tarn-1
STOCK LAW. wou Association Picnicld advisee you to leave Cedar
-  Lane if you have to, give away
• aveiy-thIlig-vóii liaise earth-
Interested Citizens Write Concern- and get out where there Is sure
ing Proposed Law to Be Vot- enough folks and buy you an-
ed in November. lother home, fee you could soon
pay for it you 'know if you are
-a dsam=bar you might-
Editor Ledger: If you win find yourself greatly mis
taken.'
give me space in your paper I There are some good 
harde.vord-
4 will give you my views on the ing men within the ran
ge of my
stock law. My text is this, "vote knowledge who have 
bou g h t
the law in and the stock out." land, paid some cash 
and then
Now, my dear readers, how failed and lost what they 
paid.
many thousands of dollars has Theaseripture you quote in 
2nd
been brought into this country Thesalohians3:10 are no
t obeyed.
_ by hogs and cattle? How inany the laborer has to 
divide up the
__a poor rester hag 1-i a gthir
• of pigs-out around his yard and
in the wood pile, and sold them
to a hog buyer to help clothe his
family? - The profit was almost
clear to hi-M., If we had the
products -of- his labor with too - _ 
- neys and adder, n both men
. _Laborite. oon.- Come early, bring your dinner and spend the 
day. ane_ women. Re dates bladder
---------------------------troubles in ch . If not sold
but labor does not possess it 1, Saturday night the wounded con- doubtless been with Mr. Cole
. by mail on reci
- t by your druggis will be sent
$1.00. Oneed all the wealth *of t
his world, - •
small bottle is mo h's treat-
think this stock law proposition stable's condition_took a change .` . We wish to say to our friends
and the public generally, that 
rent, and m fails to per.





at Taylor's Store. Thursday, Sept. 5th. The .,Almo
band will furnish the music. Preparations are beini made.
for a big time. Plenty of barbecued meat, cold drinks,
etc. Capt. W. J. Stone, J. H. Keys and other speakers The Texas Wonder cures kid.
will be present. Everybody is invited. Come and spend ney and bl
adder troubles, remov
ing gravel, cures diabetes weak
the day and hear a question that concerns everyone dis- and lame -backs, eturiatism,, . and all irregulariti of the kid-
cussed. There will he speaking both morning and after-iii
ANOTHER
---Tsimur-111107-a-
Mayfield, Saw r 
Charges! Ira- Ansa. -
is similarsto the preoosition the for the worse and it was not be-
•   I he would have had to spider made to 
the fiy. It is an:1 lieved he could survive' Midday. we shall carry a large clean
give _some land * king all them other encroachment 
of the rnas- I Lust night. though he- was 'and up-to-date stock ofstockt
aw every- states. Dr. E. W. Hall, 2629.
hogs brought for a place to keesit-er-elstsoo
nsteioeloasof __the_ ri_sting-kasy„pasysicians. among thing _that goes to make up a Olive
 street, St: Louis, Mo.•
result? He wouldn't raise any . to resist it with our ballots; 
jut tertaih no hopes of hi: recovery, invite inspection of ,eur goods Must Close on Sunday.
 How much profit is there in rais-- watch us in November burst 
as- I Anderson, it will be- remem- and prices, ievin they Will
pa3.i g six dollars under ootnis of  _ merit ouring a hog and 
n e.II II
for a place te keep it and feed it has kept the master's saddle 
so side lioapital the Tuesday folio*: Yee inificit you usiness -upon
andLe_ectirely fastened fon our hael.7 ing the slioot ing and' taken to_ a policy mi _courteous
• then sell it for or 14 dollar;7111(' 
who -
WWI
- Vote the law in and the stock was 'horn booted and spured and
 local institution hi.; condition attentfori:to der s, the highest
out. ' --  - - ready le ride and anot
her class vvas slightly - iniproved though quality-of g' s at the lowest .
. NoW, Bro. Turner. I don't see bo
rn saddled and 'Is-idled ready pneumonia iiad.devaloped in the possible prices. .
why.yoll don't start-out to oreach- to Ise_rithksn must so-en hit the 
righlJung. - : . • We are very gaoseful - for the
- You know the Bible so well grit.- "-I-- "w a 14-1--"+.
 1f-4 be.: 
__a is aa;,1 that 1,1;yekial)a 112,es many good tvishes and assur-
I wish you-would eite me to the proper to call him a ma
n, Who. never entertained are: hones of ance of-business received. -We
. pneumonia set ask yott to give us a trial. prom-,
• - ising You to put forth every ef- Ihas stipulated for one in Heaven: in. ."if one won't - work neither shall
he eat." I know Dro. Turner is that is, he belongs to the church 
fort to nterit your highest cons
-Notice to Property Owners sad coot% fidenee, good will and a contin- i
a religious man by. -the way he and he says any man that votes , uanee of your 1
handles the scripture and a reli- against the stock law can 
never: patronage;---
Ledger next week and tell
gious man Will do right. Now.
Bro. Turner, come Out in
renter and-the man that hasn't • come, 
the and of course he being a praying
the man he prays "thy kingdom
thy will be done on earth 
at the City Hall in Murray,
at the houVtrl: m.
to let the co tract for
ing of the 'tsnerete
.1 1:ill on September i'Fd- 1912 Trusting to have the- pleasurelive on hiss land here on earth. I
got but few acres-OTTand how tosas-4 ja-Bea‘zslis'- -therefi'm-h° • •
the tock law. Vote thevoteop s 
law in and the st oil.
you are a good Man and want to
' tet to beaven, butl can alMest
lalrett---tirat-great








At a recent meeting of H. B.
Lyon Camp Confederate Veter-
ans the date for the annual re-
union was set forSeptember 213th,
fourth Saturday. and the Callo-
way County Fair Grounds fixed
as the place. .All veterans and
their friends and families are in-
state officials, whose intention it vited to attend the gathering.
tam was the kind of a nation - -that had no land down there' --- When you yawn a good deal is to camp on the trail of the' Bring dinner and spend a splea-
and as Gabriel will say' "yes, Jesus had in, mind when here on in the daytime, feel dull, acheY firebugs.
- there is lotabf them here." then earth. He declared that every
 and want to stretch frequently Mr. Peel has not yet decided 
sant day at the beautiful grounds.
thing was operated in Am-erica- Bro. Turner will sit. down in si- it is an unmistakable symptom where he will locate h;s office. ' 
Mrs. S. V. Mohundeo, Mrs.
kenee, and Gabriel will say,just like God and the Angels 
do of mallaisa.1 and listless you do He arrived here early this Esker 
Smith and daughter.
Heaven." God save the mark"Won't you come in!" "No, 1 Lin • - • ' somethi at once you are booked 'morrItsig fiorii Pineville in the _IAII:'uise' a-- 
and Miss Claudia- Stub-
will return on the next rhip." chap. Her ne is eastern part of the state, where 
.„,,,,---stsassa__ Oust returned
Pre- he has some incendiary cases -in from a pleasant
 visit to Mrs. J.
"Oh, no. where can you go?" that 
,
"Oh, I have been reading a story • disease. It the courti.-Mayfield Messenger. 
W. Swann, of Murray, id




round she City Clerks
chilly waters of death and lands 41g." Rev. Dr. Henry Stiles 
will
The city reserves the right toBradley, of Worches
ter. Mass., OfRee'you safely on the other side, and
as Gabriel comes to let you a - c g reject any and all bids.
the convention of the Religious! This August 21st, 1912.through the pearly gates you will
Education Association at St. ! By order of City Council.stop and say, • 'Gabriel. is there
any man from that other world Louis. He said "the Un
ited Sta. I A. S. Brooks. City Marshall.
while there had the pleasure of
of Heaven to fence up portions which the malarial germ thrivesI guess I will go there, for there . . Deeeake at use 0.16 
. being present at Mrs. Swann's
are men here that had no lard of His Kingdom and charge 
poor strengthens the liver and birthday dinner, which was ser-
down yonder." Holy Saints for the prhilige of 
eleenses the bowels. Price 50c.
Sold by Dalek-Stubblefield.
stock using it. would it not, be inter- - --Vote the law in and the
out. I keep all my stock up and estiog to knov.- ha,,-.• business is: -Aammacement.
run in the other place?have good running water all the
tells the Lord -if any of these '43Pel un
devil"utstrip mso 2nd get' ted by the City
to Heaven before I do, don't let this letting to a
them put their unhallowed feet walks as are not
my _portion _of thy kingdom Sircificationa
because they won't do my bid-
 •
what a blessed and divine ar-, for a spell
_rangement is Plutocratic ruled a chill media
America. If God and the Holy ve-tit or cure
Angels allow certain inhabitants drives out t
year round, but dOn't think it Let me say to the votars. if we' We have bought the- grocery.is
bent for the country. vote this stock law the good 
oid business of Mr. J. H. Cole. and. 
T. A. Jones. time, called hog-killing, time. I will take charge fi." same as
Waskinglon Aug. 21',. -All
first and secont&crlitis--i-o-stiZziEiffi:
closed on Sundays as
the-4.seatiataatrrpr t and- careful Trends-Us -solosoeoessom sof. --the
new postal appropriation bill
passed by Congress and signed
by President Taft.
Every important city in the
United Sj  affected. Here:-
rities on
wall soon be a thing.ot the past. soon aft e.f Ptembhr prac-
There are little children who' ticabie. w
Editor Ledger:- If you will be Will neverskobw anything about the customers
so 1:ind as to give me spare in •, spare- ribs, act.- aeces, sausage, sontinue their
your valuable paper I usill 
‘tt
•
cracklin-bread and sweet milk. promising to Mike your relations !against Thomakilaskins for se- with relatives. He mysteriously.Your many readers a few more Now, can volt look you,. tender ; with us as pleasant. satisfactory iduction. kidnapping, et al, etce-tdisappeared trim the home ofththoughts in regard to e stock "•
law. I have not studied geo-
graphy much since the dark ages,
therefore cannot quite locate
Cedar Lane on the *map, but
there is one man in that vicinity
I am sorry for and that is- John
Hp Turner. He says they are 15
td 1 for the stock law (nearly -
Tree silver men) and • he says Paducah. Ky.. Aug. 27.- The, The first Saturday in September IS late for the election of
there are Men- who-are -t000lawr
to pick up a dollar if they had-to August ltragedY-7. soon 
-of
-Sait"1 claim 
jrecinct chteirmen for the tobacco associative All persons who lokire-
go out into the sunshine to g'et other •Octim, according 
to -rel'irmsged their 1912 crop of tobacco are eligible to vote in the election.
' it (I suppose they are. in h ' I 1 i•i
lIf you have not yet pledged your tobacco do so before the first Satins
neighborhood. as I do not know
of any such men) Would not
these lazy shiftless scamps flour-
ish and thrive under a stock law
while good men sleep in the cool-
ness of the night when there is
no ,sunshine-. they Would go-to
. your pastures, tarn.. your stock
• out ord make. themscIvr,-•some Mrs. J. .E. MI5. `r" OPPIC4 le bile* Alle to"..11. • Demet.11.,10.- alle• up.-P. P. Undt
of serving you, we are -
Yours for business.




after onIS• special delivery let;
ters will pass through on that
day and no mail will be placed
in lock boxes.
Post-offices in several cities
have been closed heretofore.
The Postmaster General has perso
mitted that under a regulation
where it wa.s.evident that local
sentiment demanded it. The
closing is now compelled by
law.
Mayfield. Ky., Aug. 25.--
Wood Gordon, the well known
tobacco man and former city
councilman, was placed under
arrest Wednesday morning at
eleven o'clock, on a charge of
arson. The arrest was made by
Policeman Roy Hamlet, at the
instance Assistant Fire Mar-
shall, Peel. Judge Monroe, in
the. absence of Pollee Judge,
Bunk Gardner, and his -examin-
ing trial was set for September
4, before Judge Gardner. His
bond was fixed at $1,000, which
vas-immediately signed Eiji R. J.
Allen; S. R. Douthit, J. N. Har-
ris, Hardy Houseman and Newt
 Jeffrey.
The arrest of Wood Gordon
caused somewhat of a sensation
throughout the city While the
*afrarif thargtis - ttrn
it doss not specifically state the
huikling, brit it-45 said the
charge grew out of the destruc-
tion, by fire, of one of the group
of four barns that burned in
the tobacco district a month ago.
According to - information
J. Peel has arrived in Mayfield
for the purpose of establishing a
branch headquarters of the fire
marshall's office here. He will
operate throughout this end of
the state from this office. The
frequency of fires here and else-
where in this section necessitat-
ed this move on the part of the
The monuffnent erected to Soc.
Carl Walker will be unveiled by
the W. O. W. Camp of Lone Oak
ved in courses from the most
wholesome to the most delicate
of refreshments which were too
numerous to mention and which
the second Sundey.in -September we are not often permitted' *to
All <friends of • deceased and be present only 'in such homes
famly and all W. 0. w. are in- as Mrs. Swann s.-M ay fi eld
. Messenger..vited to attend.
• Olive Stahlizfield Food.
Dresden last week and a verdict
WWI given in favor of Gaskina
Miss McDaniel sued fer $10,000.
This couple ran away on a muleo-
mobi le and were-married  in Paris
about two years ago. _The id
vu young and foolish and Gas-
kins was old, with more money
than brains but with no alarm..
In amount pf either. The suit









this house to I
ess with us,
Oliver Stubblefield has been
The suit of Vera McDaniel located in Paducah where he is
child in its annosent eyes and and prefitable as they have ter& ad libitum, was tried at Wiley _Utterback. north' of the
vote -all these good things away ' _ -7 -- city, where he was. employed
from it? In the nal-no of God t. --, some several weeks atto. and at
rise up and register a low that II. the time tears were entertained
you will vets for home right and * i that he had met foul play.
justice. Isaat! W. Joeess, 1 New Concrete Plaat.
Countable WM Die.
Very Important Election.
• . 'When you need building ma-
terial, well tile, burial vaults,
etc., e new concrete plant
Murray. • .-M-.7Westil




' dom. Independ 'phone 100.
We haveC. Anderson, the deputy consta- /day and then go out to y
our voting precinct and elect a good man KR tome let us
hie Who received a load of bird. Chairman. There is to be elected a chairman for each .voling tho marlins( for making- fence
shot from the gur ot Joseph Spit- in the county with the exception of the Murray: and in these voting plot, and you can
 fasten- your
.zer, the youthful husband, 
and one wire to ittem__c3f any kind.
wis. districts only one chairman is to be elected from East Murray W. M. West. Mgr.
afterwards died with his wife or fromoWest Murray ▪ "
the bank of Clark's river sever ; 
_ _ I pay 15
TIM election is as impidam are osi.111rey
miles- -Smyth of Paduealt- -Ander. tents tor Aelivered at
son is at the hoitto of his si ishalsti *t'en4 "4"•-"t -rallitike -Cherry. The • stilt gofer
• N
*,
from a good-Sotifee, biherarrests
of well known men will be made
within a short time. It is also
reported that one of the men al-
leged to have been connected
with the crimes of arson, has
confessed, and implicated others
of his friends.
Officei Peel arrived In town
Monday night, and the confes-
sion it is rumored followed Tues-
day.
It is believed that some sen-
velopments will be
had at the trials of the men ac-
cused, at the November term of
circuit court. '
To the Citizens of Calloway
county: - By request of my peo-
ple I am going to sell you for
cash at a pAms that will pay you
to buy. Wat 'n's Liniment 85e
per bottle or 3 $2.25. all dol-
lar bottles at Strict-
ly cash. No goois time. Have
your cash at hahd, I on my
way to see you. I wi to sell
my house sad lot and territory,
horse and wagon at a reasonable
price. Call* on me on Depot
street for prices, all goods cheap-
er. I hope- this will please.all.'
J. W. Boswell, Murray, Ky.-
Call at my house and get your
goods."
- ••••••••••..--
May Not be Udell.
There is some talk going the
political. rounds that although
the appointment of Dr. Joe
Goodson, of Webster county, as
superintendent of the Eastern
State Hospital for the Insane, at
Lexington, Was supposed to
clear the track for reappoint-
ment of Judie A.- J. G. Wells,
of Calloway county. as one of
the Democratic members of the
State Board of Conitol- of Char-
itable Institutions, the matter is
not settled by any means. Judge
W. P. Lee, of Ntayfieid is an ap-
plicant for Judge Wells place,
when his- term expires early
next year, and as he is very
dose to Gov. McCreary he .may
ike it very -Interesting- some
politicians say for the incum-
bent.- -Louisville Tintes.
Constipation- is the starting
point for many seri s diseases.
Ta be healthy k the bowels
active and` lar. Herbine
will remove umulatione in
the bowels! the system
in prime then. •Price 50c.
Sold by Da e & Stubblefield. -
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Wells Yonsberry, prosperous ranch
owner and train robber. was disclosed
when the man who :wee shot after be
held up the Union Pacific mail train
here broke his silence about his
identity.
To protect Americans and their
property on the west coast of Mexico
from the outlawry and brigandage of
numerous bands of rebels. the United_
States has dispatched -She -matheat-
Vicksburg to Lluaymas, Gulf of Calit
fornia. from San Diego.
Hooper Alexander, the Prohibition
eitidliiiirerter Stir erIFOT, -Wen dos u in
_overwhelming defeat .at the 'polls. in
Georgia. when Joint M. 'Mattis was
nominated for governor over three op-
ponents.
Unotticiil notice has been given to THE COMPLAINTS MULTIPLY SAYS ARCHBOLD A COWARD




- *.̀ ",is'C'es*eeittire nieeeti.-re,
•
 CONGRESS CLOSES
  -PROLONGED SESSION
FAVORABLE WEEK ROOSEVELT SAYS
FOR COTTON CROP STORY IS FALSE
I 
MUCK LESS THAN THE USUAL Ali) COLONEL CHARM ATTEMPT TO
ARS SATIOPSID-1115
AGREEMENTS Slant&
LA FOLLETTE WON HIS FIGHT
Few Senators Present When Adjournment
Wes Declared -Session Was tine
of Longest and Must Lebo- •
nous on Recut.
_
_Washisigton.- Sobered by the vhre
isseemo to et-Sitt urilsie &Weight se
7112-1tillitittetwatutereogreenstintr, 
adniated itii didarenees, invited leseitieut
Taft Tees the capitol once more, and at
430 !Melo* elonday afternoon wrote
• GUST DSTIRIORATION. SLANDER HIM
:miller von -11iiiffervar. aiiiVisaiii!or. Boil Weevils Much More Numerous infrom A ust rla-liungs ry. will- reties - Mississippi---Full Yield Promisedfrom that post. The baron has been in the Mississippi _Valley_ _ 
at Washington atnoen--y4eare--wess-iis -- Staten.- 
/K
-1tbi Bean' of the diplome 
,_ 
tic corps all
out of the office of provisional nee capital. ,• e 
_ . _ _
• - president. Protests. alleging that Ce: W. How- The weather of the ueek wee generally
The Dublin prison officials are feed- tied, whom Preeident Taft' has nom. .favereble to the cotton crop, but com-
ing Mrs. Mary Leigh and Miss Gladys Mated to be a federal judge for the Pleint* are "'mewls:it more. numerous
Ivens forcibly. The two women are western district of Washlegton. has than during the fireceditig week and mie in rcply to the testimony of John D.
the suffragettes sentenced to five been a lobbyist and . supporter. of ,1 tin crop_apprisis-lies, mat ur s.hity.. irregular- . Arbold before the_ senate investigating
Judge • Judge. Cornelius P. Sanford. 1 hieg appear in Condit-Ion- • 
 committee. -
venom ne was wamoteeo.suereem,_mnerwe_ Vestivrrumidwetrovniel Tram. *man- , rye renen-fted ins lectariffon that he
filed with/ the senate by Senator Poin- int from drouth suet deterioration is' knew nothing. of a cuiiiriVueiiin -by Mr.
dexter. . — ee, .' • noted in all districts south, awl west of Arelibele-or the Stsitekiird.t til t.' patiy
The plant of tkeeress Angelel Pack- wee". Bell wee, ils are 'much More nu- to the lit publican campaign of 1...iii4; de.
me company which is affiliated with were" in 1111"1"414-
A
_away Le4ir. Gen. Dream,. commander In tidal
ef the Mexican rebel forte... ISecealthi
la u trip loo Mete wide anti VW miles
loug. 'Ibis is dechired b hletes re
celveti by tien. Joaquin Tilt's. fed.
Wei commander of _ties sone.
... DWANE Oa giut mouth 25ele0 rab•
bite w.v.killed in Liiitbock county,
Texas, by-twen and boys. Ceunty of-
Beals paid a bounty of 4 veto' pes-.
scalp..The Chic-ate Burlington & Quincy,
LoulevIlle & Nashville, Big Four and
Illinois Central railroads tentatively
have agreed to build a $1,000.000
bridge across the Mississippi river at
Metropolis, Ill.
Seven men a I leged --to- -be tneht bent
of . the Induistrial IA:Otters of ties
• Wdrld ire under arrest
President Taft sent to the senate CaL. the police charging thIlhey
the nomination of Maj. Beecher were en route to San Diego to dyne-
Ital. U. IL A.. to be deputy pas master- _emile the city.
general'




HURRAY. * a .s. a KENTUCKY
With the mercury hovering *above
the led mark and wbile a- thirsty
crowd looked on regretfully- -federal
officers censItned 14.000 pints of beer
to • sewer. The bottles had been
rebilled from Oklahoma City.
Thirty-eight persons were inAlred.
eight of them badly, in a wreck, of
Pere Marquette passenger train and
• dummy train at the Superior lime-
kiln siding near Petoskey, Mich.
President Taft signed the naval ale
propriatiuu bill carrying $123.ee0.707.
and providing for one dreadnaught
cost not more than $15,000,000
Thirty thousand laborers were sent
• .from Chicago to meet the demand of
wheat growers in the west and north-
West for harvest workers, according
to estimates of immigration agents
'for several railroad companies.
• Republican leaders in China started
a strong movement in favor of an
Immediate national -election. Their
--plan---is-to vote President-Yuan- AMU-
years penal servitude for trying to
'!---.2- ----INIIIrtflet*IMItm gond. ?he, oftet
otI a hunger strike in prison.
Scores of arrests were made in Rio
de Janeiro, following a battle between
troops and striking stevedores, in
which more than l'Oe Wets killed or
wounded. More fighting is -threat-
• ened. were burned. Loss, $400,000.
Tire - destroyed the- matit-tent-ortbet7-.-11-.eirdent ThI
Mingling Brothers' circus at Sterling. the following consular nominations:
Ill., causing a loss of $200,000 The Peery C.- - Hays of Montana. at range
tent. poles and seats were destroyed. bar: George N. Hanson of Utah. at
Unconfirmed rumors in San Fran- valley states the fruit set is unusuallyHobart, Tasmania; Walter A. Leos
cisco that Dr. Sun Yat Sen. first pro- heavy and the plant though not largeard of Illinois, at Stavanger. Norway.
visional president of China, had been will make .a very full yield if .the au-Chart& Hilles announced that
assassinated in Pekin by UM_ neldielleGoorge et„. Ighemote mould he  t_unin is favorable and frost Is sultri-
est president Yuan §bi Kal. caused of the Republican national commit- eietitly- delayed.
. wild excitement in thinatown. tee during the campaign. Sheldon
A second injunction suit to stop the acted in a shiailar' aapacity 19011.
nnrtlinikrn of -11°°"1.1/ elector* on After itormy session of the lowa
the general election ballot of Kansas
• was granted by Judge Smith IdePher-
son of the federal court at Red Oak.
Iowa.
The El Paso-Jnares port was open-
ed ..by the United States troops, fol-
lowing the occupation of Juarez by
2000. Mexican federal troops. Crowda
were allowed to cross to Juarez with-
out the formality of passports.
Seventy-five persons were Injured,
sonic seriously, when the grand stand
behind the speaker's platform gave
way and sank to the ground during
the Marshall notification exercises at
Indianapolis.
A mass meeting of Montenegrins
at Cettinje protested against alleged
atrocities committed by Turks in the
Albania district of Berlina. on the
Montenegrin- frontier, where many
Chnistians have been massacred.
A special committee appointed by
Geol. Harmon to investigate and rec-
omthend revisions In the Ohio state
laws effecting children, reported urg--
hag the establishment of a pension
system for widowed mothers.
Roosevelt presidential electors
were chosen_ by the Republicans in
the recent primary in Kansas by a
plurality of 34.000 over the Taft elec-
tors. according to official figures com-
pleted by the secretary of state.
Several revolutionary Waders near
Vera Cruz, with some of their men.
have eutrendered to the federal gov-
ernment, thus taking advantage of the
amnesty offered by President Madero
to those who would lay down their
arms.
Wm. Bramwell Booth. eldest son of
the late Wm. Booth, commander of
the SalvaUon Army, has been appoint-
ed head of 'the army to succeed his
father.
'dared that .be did not "fur one moment
Swift & Co.. was destroyed by fire. _oat- king .brosally.:_there was .advariew i believe. that Mr Arelibolde testimony-is
ijoeeteessee of the Mississippi river,. how-i truthful% cluelareed Mr. .trchbold withFour hundred horses and NO sheep
ever. and also in metes ,West with t.lie a "a ieleesteisee'ult on a .desiLtneere.edil-'
Afti. during as y calls which - Mr
The plant is coming slowly to mifturity AfelobolJ made upon him, while he was
and there- re much less than the usual president, to urge him not to prosecute
August deterioration. in the Mississippi the Standard hl Company, Mr. Archbold
nesse referred to any contributions to
his campaign • fund, and coneluded with
the suggestion that. the senate commit-
tee should make both Mr. 'Archbold and
Senator Penrose testier at onee concerti-.
Cultivation is practically complete now




much beyond the usual time because of eon_
Progeessive state. central comnettee. 
•the *tepees of the crop. Light rains In his last word _CoL Roosevelt thanked
Chairman Carl Franke announced that 
from time to time will best promote the both Messrs. Archbold and provost 
for
the committee had decided to place a
development of the crop for the next two 'making it clear beyond possibility ofweeks. a timeor thrtv fter whir% rather 
It Is said 12.000 • Albanians have,
seized Uskub and are prepLring to
march on Salonica. A.detactimetit of
2.000 has advanced as far as Kuprili,
Ithich has been occupied.
Anna Held, the musical comedy
actress. was granted an interlocutory
decree of divorce from Florence eleg-
tried. Jr.. in the supreme court.
Clarence S. Darrow, the Chicago
lawyer, who was found not guilty on
the charge of having, bribed a pros-
pective juror in the MeNaustarieesese;
Meat stand trial on a second indict-
ment. accortlipg to an einnouneement
Made byeteistrict Attorney Fredericka.
Senator Penrose. replying to a let-
ter receetly published, purporting to
show that John  D. Archbold of 'the
Standard Oil company' bed sent hint
$.26.000 in .1944, declared in Wapeech
In the senate that the nionuey. WAS
part of a contribution of $125.000 made
by the Standard Oil company to the
presidential _cimpalstne
Action in the house assures prove
0- Rion fer the constructitm -of one bot-
tle ship. The fight foie two battle
ships was in the house as a *v-
eldt Of the resolution passed In tti 




state ticket in the field, and the ooze I doubt that I am the man the Penrose.
vention would be held here Septem-
ber 4, at the time of Col. Roosevelt's
visit. 
A Cossack who had been detached
from his troop for breach of discip-
!Weft entered _the_ apartment of Prince.
Tumanoff at St. l'etersburag and shot
that nobleman dead.
Premier Raymond esoincare was.
welcomed like a victorious general
when he landed here from the French
armored cruiser Conde on his return. &bum ihe had met theaugh a matrimonial pointed by tbs. executive committee to
from his ruccessful mission to Russet. paper, Mrs. G. II. Moore advertised in recommend to the dire-•tors a presidept
Nearly the entire detachment of 500 the same publication under an assume i • has made its selection.
Nicaraguan troops comprising the name and received an "seer. from 1,,.r
garrison of the city of Lean, to the
a force of insurgents. according to 
n"esPtecdtiesngi resPtOu-s, "marryw ho 'the rebes sea . 'ant;north of Managua, was massacred 
by 
ear
Mrs. Henrietta Butler with an income
reports which reached the Mexican of $joemoe
capital. Finally -Iles. Butler" informed Moore
Senate and house conferees agreed- that if he would come to her home, fa')
to compromise on one $15.1teti.000 bat- would talk it over.
tle ship In the naval appropriation
bill, paving the way for termination
of the long deadlock on that measure.
Mr. Moore took a train for her he:,
Mrs. Moore,- wearing a heavy veil. ,..,-
•uaiting him at the station. With !, :
In an SO-page book, just issued, the were three detectives, 
Operator's Sudden Demise, However. Did
Not Cause Wreck.
American Federation of Labor makes ' -I love .you," exclaimed Moore, te, • •
an accounting of the e236,105 fund col. jumped from the train and saw nm, , Ormille, Cal.—F. R. Sinclair, Western
betted for the defense of J. J. and Butler." Pacific railroad operator at Heiden, $1
J. B. McNamara in the Los Angeles -That's funny," the woman said, ee : ' miles from here, sat at his key dead of
dynamite cases. The expenditures removed her veil. ' . InsaPrfailure. while the tyrosine .lispateh-- 4.66
were $227.911.15. leaving a balance of Moore. gasping, was hurried to &pale.'J._  
.er tried (rant" all to "raise" Belden to
fig.13.1.40. - stat ion. Mrs. .1Ioore aenvselluim of lett- , feeeeeit Iliereteheseettrat -wend& -prevent
' • •
The newhead of the road will be Wil-
liam .1. Harahan, son of the late J. 'T.
Harahan, sive preaMent of the Erie, and
his name will be presented to the di-
rectors for formal election early in Sep-
tember.
FOUND DEAD AT HIS POST
The Panama canal bill, providing
for the free passage through 'the
caned of Amesieen ships engaged in
dry open weatheres to be desired.
' and,Archbolds of the country. roost dreadCotton is epeoing very fast in Texas., .in public life." . - -
but &lovely in other states. The move--
meat will be delayed about ten dap HARAHAN TO THE SEABOARDtwo weeks beyond the usual time bef •••
it _gains any volume.
-  - C.enunittee Will Recommend Ii_Eljrction
WOULD . MARRY HIS WIFE' to Directcre
- - - - --
"They Have Made It Clear That I Am
the Man Whom the Peproses and
_ Archbolds Most Drcad in?sum Lue.-
Oyster Bay, N. V.—Col. Roosevelt sat
on the porch at Sagamore Hill for an
Illbar Willa !Ulf arid li16.1.a4.1 11. at titAltellteOt
- - - New York—That. the Seaboard Air
Erring Husband Answered Advertisement' Line is to have a new pre-ident iind"that
and Was Trapped. ; be will be elected within two weeks was
Ch ieicag—De serted by her husband.' learned definitely. A t committee are
prohibition against'railroad-owned partment. -
!hips passing through the canal, has , . , .
•Ifiven sent to the president for bls
1
 • - U Hurt in Stead Collapse.
signature. ' I New I-Ark.-Twenty-five persons were
Aleerman' Thomas E. GI:nnan, prep. ' ini„red when ,ecii,,, of the grit. .1, tending all along the stet 
coast of Met-
'dent of the Detraitt common council, stand at the least New York bell Isirk if" an4 li'wer 4Celit'weie f"'"7INI the
and alleged receiver of bribe money, rellapeedelueing tie' game. More fli.171 United States 
government to 'all on the
wall bound over ̀ to the recorder's a I erel persons wet,'hurled 20 to ii "*”.. in 11,4 in the e"I'Preeeiell 
of the
court on $1,000 bail. • . • tee t„ the ground, ammig,th,„,,, a nun, Mexican revolution. The 
Iletiver„ which
Two - bundred And twenty eight Russ ' tee of women. .1 ' I, was tent to the 
'Keg coAgt to show tee
elan,,, noncommiesioned officers_ and, . -"liege' was 
called el.ewliere, and the
soldiers were tried by ceurt martial I Congress eril-s-itileor . Vicksburg was macre* to 
teke her place,
in the Sappers camp- in Asiatic Bus Vt's o Alshingtn. - 'decal .....rjr.,• ••• l!Te She 
will "I at " PAes 14"Y Ma.. Mat.
Ma on the 'Autry. of---tutrtivri. PH-teen t i It jurprorriaticori .-af -tir, ,..„..iittim rl. atlas Probald_y 
Attain tor .the reag-
of them were sentenced to be hanged. . - ....es. will not lie availalile for ...-‘,..,0, .`ot'in e.ei Ael'srieeee "ill """hling in
seven acquitted andeetiti sent to jail d i2 s, hut it I. likely the sb,irminte a...• the 
trouble tone, whieh is.esitistainly in
for various terms. a, ei '‘ittlate- Otte billion doliirs. 
creasing in extent.
Between September 2 and It) Col. _ Lectures 'rem Owe Cella.
Reosexelt' will make no less than - Claims team Cure. - ! i Lava renete ills'. Ga. - etentling on
iiforty-seven -urcties thmufreL the  metes —Fresh  _from medical eeitt. , coffin,  \lark etrieklene talked for fee.
country. aecordttle, to a schedule given of Europe, Dr; Franeks 11), illonoehe ha. eral minutes tit surer...10 tif it iVe-Usand
out at the- Pregresalve Party head' brenght leek witk. him a annuli tftele •, •postple vs hieh lir..1 gathered to see him
of a .preperetion called "selenim.., n hanged. Alter he hail Ihr•lied warning
.1iiini,‘ whieh lta• bieeil enceeeefully tie, •hia hearers to live upright lees; he
by German -.scientists for the cure ..• ealkel calmly to the gallows and a e
41 01-r., .
lug taken Stem° from her when he r.- t Ili. r • • .
cently deserted her. Persistent calling over the wire brought
. - . . • no response. nor was the telephone an
the coastwise trade. American reg. Taft Signs army BiU. steered. Then the tttroville dispateher
istry for foreign built ships designed Washington.- President Taft eigned teleph.ined to citizens-of Relden and :bey
to engage only hal the foreign trade. ' the army.apprepristien bill carrying A i... hurried -to the- station end found the op•
the admission, of shill helldInn mate' Pre‘imatele Seveestiestro in providing ee. 
traitor dead. Interning trains were dee-
rials free-of duty. nd containing 3 forms tu the orgenizetion of the war„h.. ged until another operator could be sells.......--- -,....:...--- .to the town. . • ..„
quarter*.
Monroe Franklin, a negro, accused
of attacking a white woman. was
WWII. from. the
by a mob and hanged to a telephose
pole a 'block away
Dr. Annette Buckle. fatuons. Stefan-
elle as "Tee Little Major of the lentils
.erury.” because of ter iervice tha
civil war, Mee at bete house ii.Pled•
most. Cal.
I .
Navy to the Rescue.
Washington.—A reign of terroreecre
_scorns', later_vi asi_dead.-
Disaolvt*Telephose Trust.
Child Was Girl, Kills Self. westeefettne-lt usu. ,lear•l at the
I h 'el go.. Il.. e•1 Kee."'" depart mesa iii just ice that ii,,' . hp art •
Ii iii rl"-"" h t •••.- ment has made Plit Its t'A ag.11t141 II'.
tlArt Frank N..% al. kitled-kailtrwil- lie' telephone frost an..I that the eon,-era
sa.d ha. wins, .11111a14 -‘11.- olie or be tekkee. into esett.
Ms
:
'lend set  of the relay-second congress.
, The end was marked with a return tel
harmony. Senatin- La Felliete, denismi
,ing action on the Penne(' eatupaigh
,fund resolution, found all upposiition
smoothed away in front of him, stud tie
reetiltition passed almusit without thacus
Mon.
Semitone Chamberlain, Martin, Swen-
son and euthersoti,-after fighting tatterty
for the payment of the "st•ts. claims:
embodied the general delicieney, bill,
it bled to the urgings of their col•
 !ergo' and permitted the senate to-yield
to the demands of- do honer atrike
these claims from the bill. in return fur
this concesaion) however, they 'received
the 'Bromism,. of support nest winter, at





all to eistmetiote went . to the "I. %trim
Mentli's"paY fin. congressional cuiplii, es
w Is t ••• 1•MIX? deinanal &MI Ile- h...... _ _ _ _ 
ref toed (ogles.
The president signed the general ih•fi-
ciency bill at di lit o'clock, making ern
• tain the payment of the $1,v00.000 defi-
ciency in ariny pay, the- $ I 10,0u0 for the
Get ty.loirg memorial celebration 110.1
year, the-5t:4,mm for eateneon ea,
1101114 Work MO scores of other important
foe-meets that hinged-on the, passage id
the'
The seseion "just firrlisl out" in tie
Sellate., to use the Words of Otte oboierVer.
A comparative haiell id of ntentbere
pied their 'eat-, and a call hues quo
rum in either the house Or senate would
here formed • return of the ember/timing
• wild outbudat of applause greeted
Speaker tiarls's announeenient of ad-
journment• as his gavel fell in the hou:se.
The noir immediately beeame an Mlle
mated scene, members bidding each "tier
good•bye and *baking haul.. 4.'1,14 item.
-polatical foes buried all-danennnes and 
all feuds apparently were forgotten in
the general lease-taking.
Many a man MIA M 11110U Ile IMP
without feeling that-b,laSelaj1-1Heim
than Ids share
Ilegaise msetteieg !Amides* resonimes4
and prepority M*: K for Italaria, te...euse
It is a proven remedy by years of same noise.
keep a 'soil* let the meillatise enest sod
adatialseer at dma alga of as4 levee.
- --
-Thera isn't much doing Is the fele
Wee line whoa -a man loves himself
be does his neighbors.
A woman seldom hits anything she
slats at, especially If she throws her
self at a inan's head.
And many a girt whe start. out with
the ititesition of making a name tot
herself. ItindS up by Walla the loll
ever to Sonia MAIL
The Natural Inference.
While out motoring the other day,
old friend of Moe."
"Was he much hunt"
Sounds go.
"How oddly that man cleaning the
machlaery talks."
"How do you meets?"
"I hoard Mtn telling his helper Is
save the caste."
Cause of the Delay.
"trSang* eldie two 'nations do not
eleclure war."
"They are haggling about what pen




"Don't they? Here's an item from
New York that *aye a policeman there
saved $10.000 Ins month from his sal-
ary of-$3.400- Ilsose figures must lie
for they won't stand."
Ulptemst7. -
"Mrs. Sinks always has such a good
time when she goes any where How
does she manage to convey the impres-
sion she Is. a widow?"
-She always makes an allusion
to her tardy huoteind as 'my late
husband.'"
No Concern.
"Mr. Mew must be a singularly pure
sad upright mane
"Why do you think be is unusually
sof'
"Somebody told him there wire
well-defined »pints that • Hunts Am
Wail* bldea.  operating Beastly
uenteima
he said- it was nothing to him."
MADE FORTUNE IN JAIL,
Banker Robin Speculated From Behine
Prison Bars.
New York.—J.seph' G. Robin,_ who is
in the Tombs awaiting sentence on his
conviction fuf grand larceny in '.',,.a.. 
'lionwith the wrecking of the Northern
Bank, is sate to have made another for-
_tune_throtigk eeneeduseion w-loteseke-eer—
rice on wi,ile a pri•otier. Rohin, it was'
thought, could furnish valuable-informa-
tion in the case pending against former
City Chamberlain Hyde, so the former
president of "life Northern Hank was not
senteneed after bis conviition, but was
kept in the 'Ironies and during the 'lay-
time, it is reported, he occupied a neni
in the criminal ccougb building, which is
equipped with a telephone and- type-
writer. litre. it * add, be has Merin
his wrecked fortune.
, Negro "Elks" Sued.
Dayton, I '.—Suit to enjOrn•ethe Ine
preyed Benevolent and Protective Orileir
of Elks of the World, an orgenizatioa
of itegness, from using the name "Elk"
as well as the hadge insignia of the or-
der, -was tiled in common pleas court
here. •
Hogs Bring $905.
Nat menial eieek I Aida, III. -Iltsee ex-
ert...tied .the nineelollar mark at the St.
'1.sisenr.7,NilittOiiiir.S. tort: Yards Iromiay, foe
the first time in two years at any West-
ern market. They sole for $tele per bun-
dredueight. This price was paid for
perkers from both Illinois anal Missouri.
while Iowa hogs brought- $9 and lorkan•
ears hogs fes s5. Heifers attained highest
'Kent in twenty-five years at the St.
Louis stork yards when they wild ea
per hundred.. le
Col. Wilson Dies in Pea. "
Atlanta; ea.--Col. C. C. Wilson. 61',
Io_rrner president tel the United Wireee,
Company, died at the OBRA suites pen-
itentiary here, where he was serving a
three-year sentence foe using the mails
t tempt to defraud. Creme- poison Mg
was given is the cause of the irolonert
di ate.
$5,000 for 'Plod Relief.
..Waahington. -The Ain. rieari Red Cree•••
releirraphost 55,00is to the llood relief
covenantee St Natehes. Miss., to all ILO
and klississimo.
To Recall Gee. Plisses,
Nan Franeis, is. petition for the
recall Tfiram has item
in Sirs-illation here by Alva t:dell,
an attorney. One of the charges made
in the fete ion is that Cele, 'sp.
provisl legistatien intended to tsester lain
gra biting he wean lie, epees:W*0es
Must Akd Sinking Ships.,
Lon.lon.--Failtire to go to the relief of
resell., In .110 re••• Is It •11,1e1IfeAtiot
Iwo yea& imprisonment, ne.
'ene•bli.e. to a Dot o,t_oettt Ii, stri•LII•lop a a;,--
taint, by tturitritish. board of trade /
Couldn't Happen te Them.
Mike got a job moving some kegs
et powder, and, to the alarm of his
foremast, was discovered smoking at
-Ws work.
"Jeru-stelem!" exclaimed the fore-
man.- "Do you know what happened
when a man smoked at this job some
years ago? There was an explosion
that blew up a dozen see - -
"That couldn't haPP•10 Mete re' --
turned Mike calmly.
"Why not?'
"'CAM* thero's oily' yon and
was the reply."—Everybodrs HMIs
size.
Barber Shops In Chinn
. Sleets-the Chinese revolution a great
many Chinese have had their cues cut
off, and this has led to the opening or
a large number of barber shops
throughout the far east wherever Chi-
nese are located, says an exchange.
Several progressive business MAR of
Singapore, anticipating this, imported
a large number of-American harbor
chairs, and they are now unable to
get supplies quickly es( It has
also been learned that the Anese in-
sist on having American hair clippers,
and refuse all other ma' offered
It would seem that American manu-
facturers of barbers' suppl is should
experience a large increase in theb
Oriental trade.
THE WAY OUT
Change of Food Brought Success and
Happiness.
An ambitious but delicate gtrl, after
failing to go through school on at>
count of nervousness and hysteria.
GrameNuts the only thing
that seemed to build her up and fur.
nish her the peace of health.
"From infancy," she says, "I have
not been strong. Being ambitious to
learn at any cost I finally got to the,
High School, but soon had to abandon
my studies on account of nervous pros-
tration and hysteria-
"My food did not agree with me. I
re* thin and despondent I could not
enjoy the simplest social affair for I
suffered constantly from nervousness
In spite of all sorts of medicines.
"This wretched condition continued
until I wan twenty-five, when I beams
Interested in the letters of those who
had cases like mine and who were ge•
ting well by eating Grape•Nuts.
"I had little faith but procured a
box and after the first dials I expe-
rienced a peculiar satisfied feeling
that 1 hind- never gained from any ordi-
nary food. I slept and rested better
that night and In • few diya began to
grow stronger.
41 had a new feeling and peace and
restfulness. In a few weeks, to my'
great joy, the headache's and nervous--
pew left me and life became bright
and hopeful. I resumed my studies
and later taught ten months with ease
—of course using Grape-Nuts.every
day. It is now four years since I be-
an to we Grape-Nuts, I am the Info-
thus- 0I happy home,- and the old
weakness has never returned." Name
given by the Postum Co.. Battle Cteek.
Mich: - _
"There's a reason." Rend the little
book, "The Road to Weill Me," in pkgs.Wirer read IAe sit•ove loltileet A mewWO, Pppppp • trona lime to Home. Ttberart' Crania., artio, 5.4 eon of luoseuliOltlerest
•
• . ••••••••••••••• ••••••11/•••;
























































































































Served with cream, milk
Of fruit—fresh Qf cooked.
Crisp. golden-brown bits
of white corn — delicious
and wholesome —








(Cesirsteet. sem lir Louis looesb Vasco.
SYNOPSIS.
Garrett Coast. a roues' man of Mft:
York C nests ity. mtsDouglas Ilackstock. w
Invites him to a card party. iie accepts.
•Ithough lie dislikes Illackstuck. its rea-
SOO being the! both era In love with Kath-
erine Theater. Coast fella to convince ber
that Illackstock is unworthy of her
friendship St the party Coast meets two
named Pundits end vas Tuyi. There Is
g quarrel, sod Hierkstock .hoots Van
T1411 deed Coast struggles to wrest the
weapon from him, thus the police dls-
cov•r them roast is arrested for murder.
De Is een•teted, but as he begins his sen-
tence. Dundee names Illeckotock es the
murderer and kills himself. Coast be-
comes free. but Meek:stock has married
Katherine titer and fled. Coast pur-
cheese a yacht end while salting seem a
man thrown from a dlistent boat. He MO-
,uelp the fellow who Is named Appleyard.
The arrive at a lone17-151a
more the etam and ceases upon sense
asserted buildlnits. He die...verso • man
dead. Upon going further:mill approach-
ing a house he sews Katherine Thaxter,
ho explains that h.? husband, under the
name of Black. has bought the Island
Ite Is blind, a wirelees otterotor and ha
s
A station there. Comet Informs her that'
her husband murdered 'Van TUYI rosuit
owes Blackstock and s...toe 4'hInani.1.
burying a' man. Thee tire at him but It,.
Is reseue4 by..Applesard. mho get, hint
e. sive Fehrk in Jaefetv and there he re-
vtriato that he Ii a ••••d•rol }Vt., ire ono
and has been watching the crowd on
the Island, sueltectIng they-wee -criminals.
Cedilla is anxious tie fathom the myetori•-•
of N., 1111a1,'• 1.and. *MI is .1..termined
Is save Katherin*. Applevierd believes.
that Slack and Me gang -make • shield -
s!! the wire-1.4e stistion coodat a SWAM'
sling buelnews. Coast is-nett-an-5 to the
'kdrf etacluitoeles dhig-1114P-•
• Siark;tock spoke abruptly the M-
iitant Coast succeeded in forcing the
door to-abruptly and harshly, but
with a certain jerky intonation that
be,rayed jangled nerves: an involdlil
tary confession most welcome to its
bearer; this was, after
all Its viciousness, a human being-
no such tie:welt-as Inflow. r of blood
and iron as Appleyard had pictured
In his narrative of the hour of the as-
sassination._ or even as, Coast had
come tb figure the man in-hrs-lona
Sera of hopeless brooding.
"Who's that?" he cried. "Who's
there? What the devil--"
He paused to control his • agi-
tation. But Coast withheld his reply
an appreciable moment_ Then,
 "Mr.
Black. 1 believer he said quietly.
--11116-maa-Mastatt .at-sound
of an iinfarnillar voice, and Coast 
saw
his great frame quiver-slightly, tn-
deed, but perceptibly. "That's my
sane," he continued hoarsely. "But
. . . who are you? . . What
d'you mean by coming in here with-




lied steadily. "The wind, doubtless .
. Sorry I startled you; thought
you'd be expecting me."
"Expecting you!" Blackstock moved
hnpaUentle. "Hut damn It who are
you! Can't you give yourself a Darner
''Why. Handyside, of course."
Coast's tone was a perfection of po-
lite surprise. "Surely." it seemed to
say, "you must've been looking tor
me!" Distrusting deliberately arti-
ficial inflections, he was at pains to
speak crisply, as was not his habit:
such being the only-- way he could
taint of to disguise his voice. He
was watching Blackstock closely, alert
for a sign of mognition In the man's
.eiteression. - Somewhat to his surpri
se
be detected 'none. "I got orders to
come here and, relieve Power last
eight," he continued, "Came dow
n
this morning to New Bedford and-"
The words froze upon his lips. A
door, to his left had opened; Katherine
stood there, watching. listening. Ap-
,parently she bad started to enter
without any suspicion that her hus-
band was not talking to one of th
e
servants, and In her astonishment
had stopped. The figure of the man
by the door could not but be 
strange
to her, masked as its every line an
d
contour was by clumsy nod Mites
oilskins and the deep 'Shadow cast by
the broad turned-down brim of a sou'-
wester. Yet Coast thought to discern
a deathless apprehension in her pose.
a mute but infinitely pitiful question in
her eyes. And his heart stood' still.
for the crucial instant was imminent:
In another ndnute, too at most, she
would know him. And then . • .?
"Well?" Blaekstock roused hint.
"Whet you stopping for? I'm listen'
"I beg pardon" Coast tugged at
the button on the chlu-strap of his
sou'aester. "The lady there . . • I
didn't know • ." 
(
Blackstock Netted his head imps-
Beatty, moving his sightless eyes ea
the direction of tiativeri4IL--,t0h.". be
said. "my wife-" •
The woman moved quickly Into the
room. "Yes," she said, still with her
eyes toile. stranger. "It Is I, Doug
'as. I didn't know-s4 Unified one 
01
the servants . .
This Is Mr. Handyside."Illackstock
NMI Mr 1141.711. OM irri
tated by the




the name of UM WM It wons a
from"
Coast hesitated In assumed partite._
itY. In 'wool trepidation mots aritIM
than he cared to seltaewledgo eV_
e
____ _
to himself. . _ 
"l'asque. you meenr-7- --
"That's It." it though his M.
seemed to be cri tilted. the Lennie. Mid
unrelated; Kathetine was MOWING
from her shock and . . .
would she do when she had had HMI
to take second thought' Would his
primal Impulse shield him, to furthe
r
1
net With eyes that blazed with cold his deception, p
revail? Or would souse
fires of terror. Coast saw her sway. mad concept o
f duty force her to MO
but though be feared she we* about pose him and loin _rule 
does anal
to faint. Jared not move to her asi. them both?
mistime'. hided& there was no need; He could 
not keep his eyes 171111)
she was faxbiolled of sterner stuff; her. Not a de
tail of her attitude ea*
pdatetilsi ve ma/rental'
of her hand (In whom, rosy hollow
his life and hers) . . . She stood
unmoving by the table, one hand
touching it for support.
Meanwhile be heard himself talkies.
responding glibly to Blaoksto•Wil
testy catechism. .
"But how-tkAltvii'd yea got IMMith
War_  
"Pers=laak. wed Wes stook-0mA
half an hour when a fisherman-fel-
low named Wise, from Vlneyard Ha-
ven-came along, trying to beat the
storm home. We hailed him and be
tufted up to as-be could do that WWI
his boat, a light-draught CatisAMI
cat; and I offered him a tan-spit ea
bring me on. You see, I understoed
it was an emergency case. lia hell
back a bit, but the sight of the axonal
fetthed him; and be earned it. I
wouldn't take that trip again for •
hundred dollars."
eagle leeward a pane, so thet the light
was Wong open his -Nice "les.
mil'ant." hi sed.-"poi the new opera-
tor. "How d'you (dor" lie contrived
to keep his tone coolly rospeetruland
impersonal, hot 'his ere* were /plead-
ing with her, and ho hung upon the
issue of her response as a condenteed
man lives in the hope of a reprieve.
She knew him now; his action ta
discovering his features had but
hastened aliglitly the confirmation of
her most dread premonition And of a
sudden her face was a mask of chalk
-every-
dered, she remained mistress of her-
self. An instant's delay would have
been damning; she knew that . .
and her answer fell pat as be ceased
to speak
"Good evening," she said so admira-
bly that there was even a hint of lan-
guid indifference In her voice. "You
have surprised us, Mr. Handyside."
"Lord, yea!" Illackstock broke Is,
"We hard to believe. D'you mean te
tell me you made the run through this
storm?"
The blood flowed back Into Coast's
heart. lie flashed the woman a loot
of thanks, but her gase was blank as
it met his, and he knew that as yet
she existed and guided her actions au-
tomatically. The real awakening to
the situation was yet to come-nor
with her would it be long delayed.
Tho crisis was not yet past.
"Well," he said, with a careless
-laugh, *T21-114tra.-70U see, It Is "Well, 
then . . . But what's be. '
thatts-a-fast.---Iliad_ms„.coma_nthlier
frightened; seen some skims-- "Oh. he 
treat hack to his boat-
but they were from the decks of 






Senator Bacon Says Beal lessee Is Pro-
tection of America* btereeiA la
Collection of comm..
___Wash1tigirees_-_41fliagoussat* ta._PPta
*lures ut 5,000 bluejackets \int Wall 'ice
In Nicaragua within ten days to prole,*
foreign hem and priipvity and keep
upication open from the
Aniericen legation in Managua to true
Pacatio toast were amile by
the navy department. .
Seorclatry Myer issued rush ordure for
the big armored cruiser California at
San Diego, Cal., to proceed to Panama.
Meanwhile the transport Prairie ha* been
otilerts1 from the Portsmouth, N. H.,
navy yard to Philadelphia to Lake
aboard 750 mail-lie a-ntl-e-airtisi-in-Colow.
"Lucky to Get 'ere at All I Guess.'
steamships" lie began to unfasten
the oilskin coat_ "Lucky to get here
at all I guess"
"That's true, or I'm no judge of
weather. I wonder you magaged to
get Finn and ilecksher to take the
chance."
"They didn't want to." Coast of-
fered up a fervent prayer of gratitude
for the fortuitous turn of the conver-
sation that had supplied him with the
names of Mr. Handyside's traveling
companions. "but I was td-ItThustle
because Power was leaving aitt Prat"-
Orally without notice, so I insisted.
Of course the fog held us up all morn
-
ing: and then we had to 
have an ac-
cident"
"How's that?" Blackstock sat down
heavily, still with his staring eyes
turned toward Coast, his face cloude
d
with thoughtfulness. "Where are
they, anyway?" he continued without
pause. as one reminded of an over-
sight. "Finn-ilecksher--why aren't
they with your'
"Oh, they're all right." Coast par-
ried. making time for Kathe
rine.
whose struggle to retain her pon
e
and comprehend Just what it all mean
t
was engaging his attention to such 
a
degree that he had to force himsel
f
to glee heed to Blackstock. 
"You
don't need to worry about them."
Markets:Kik leaned forward, scowling
latently. "What d'you mean by 
that!
Didn't they bring you he?"
"Only part way; you see, this acci-
dent I mentioned--
"What sort of an accident? Hang
it, if they didn't bring you-, Wbere
'd
SOU leave theta?" 
- --
"Safe enough-high and dry-
aground in Quick's hole.".
"The devil you say! How'd Flan
crime to run the Corsair aground
?
Why. be, knows leef,. about this
c.111lat--" 1
"Not his fault. It Cattle about kind-
ness of some. amateur 1194n-beg
pardon. Mrs Black; I'm mooing Mr
.
Finneein All catboat.- . 'al-
inost ran int sleet% ii is hen we wer
e
itlenit mittens through the hole-A
didn't seem to know what y u 're
doltig,;‘, and In trying to 55.o,1 a etil•
listen we piled ua on a shoal ois 1.04
fear she'd drag and oonie up on the
beach. Besides, he said his wiled
be fretting about him and he wanted
to be ready to beat back the first
sign of a let up."
"I -see." Blackstock nodded etre
ly. "You must be pretty well used
up." He laid his hand as if abstracts
edly upon the table beside him, moved
It to and fro, found the edge of Lbs
whisky tray, and grasped the neck fill
the decanter. "You've earned a
drink, Handys1de?-
"Thank you." he said, "but I'm se
the wagon."
Blackstock chuckled. "That's yoet
affair," be said. I'm not There wee
a grain of combative bravado In the
latter words He splashed whisky trite
a tumbler and diluted It with a little
water, finding tbe objects with as
adroitness on a par with that whica
had excited Appleyard's interest.
"Health," he said, tersely, and drank
The woman roused herself. "Pee
baps Mr. Handyside will sit dowa:-
she suggested In a toneless voice.
Her eyes- challenged Coast's. lie
looked away, unable to endure the
pitiful defiance. The drama of heil
life had needed but this last bear*
rending touch. There are tragetitel
in women's life beside which death
Itself Is trilling -
"No, thanks; I'm all wet" He we,
dered to hear his owe voice so steed,
and In character with bin Impersoalb
don. "About done up, too. It yes
don't mind. I'd like to turn in."
"I'll show you the way." Black
stock rope. "You're to have Powers
room.". _
Coast's glance' was Instant to tie
woman's face and found It inscrutable
Did she or did she not suspect? . .
"Power won't miadr be asked




80m• of, our pronunent scientist'
are so impressed V ith the germ perg
that they go Around looking pretti
sOiuifl r1 the 
that stabler is bothbbb°11 the artimeidens teig
latectious.
This force wiU b. sent over The Panama
railroad to Panama said be taken on
boned-- the (truism California and he
rushed northward to San Juiaidel Bur
and Curinto.
_._..T.hatig.rrletts _wit firing United States
furore on ships close by. arid ifirserty
ashore in the disturbed republe to a
little more than 2,000 men.
If the rebels took possession of the
railroed all Americans in the capital
would be cut off from principal seaports
on the Patific----- _
Senator Bacon asked the *emits to
authorize the committee investigating
whether -reeent revehiticu- tulia--Affd
Nlexienk- hail been prompted by Amer-
.1i.:ssia to report upon What authority
United State* forces ha.lt4en landed in
N warm gua.
Sieeitor Bacon scored the departnient
-for -attitude- -tiswaril_Nicar4onei,
t.,.,eloring that "the executive departments
ol this _government are now, in my judg•
--merit, violating the Taw -by wong
artny and navy of the United Stites in
• Niearaguti:"- The senator read lietrapaT
ir.per dispatches referring to an "Amer-
, ices' osilectpr of customs in Nicaragua.'"
REFUSE -TO- OVERRIDE VETO.
-MIGHT RIDERS AREinn igt.elf-acpourrt Moiler to spoil.
•--AGAIN IN THE SADDLE As • summerWeds then isthat quits compare, with 4 tX11/INLII M 
'sly Wilds up Um sy maul, but ta




4:-. The average man can make a fend
•
Assesysteas Letters algaed "II. it. 
of alhil•If almost as easily as • wools 
..
Trouble Nest Premium* la Cs* " 
can wake a 
tool of hint 
weik byes ead Trigg, Paradoxical Effect.
"There was so much are in hell
-
Petah, whose chief farmers prodeletetse- - 
put 
Isamu is aanually worth about $10,000,'INV
111141;11m  sinister _alasulasw of _the masked
each with it. switches, guns *nal taut*
ia again cart. Afu•r many. ineniks 01
peace and prosiwiity, night riding, with
it Attendant hurfore, once more threat-
ems the reg  Altessly the outlaw* are
sti the saddle and tactics similar to those
w Inch liatuvediatteli - preceded the former
reigu ut terror are being practiced. Act-
ivities thus ter have been oilier's-it to 100f•
hltIall of the counties ut Trigg, Caldwell
god Lyon, where independent totems,'
growers are receiving warning letters
"I don't like this chicken-raisin,





"I'm afraid our friend Scrapaley Is
• Socialist.
"No. You misjudge ScraPsie7 Whet
makes him sore is the fact that la
with the uminous and familiar "N. IL" 
spite of the high cost of living. some
* mum atiathedx wad beu4 mita scleen manage to lead doub
le Urea."
night to their doors by lawless bands
with the nu-seeing command to Join with
the Planters' Association. Officials of
the growers' organization who are in the
midst of a vigorous canipaign tor nielli-
tretahipa emphatically 4ps4re their abhor-
MIKIS of tiny but lawful method* to gain
recruits mai express the hope that the
guilty outs will be speedily ferreted out
and severely dealt with by the courts.
Several hands of the outlaws are op-
erating in the region whi-re the hoes of
-Trigle-Valifteelt and Lyon meet, and
(emir Cruse it the rallying point. Up to
sohts-pessiosit 4_1Ln
night riders have rinse to light.- They




To Redeem 21.000 Acres of Lintrin Win-
e= 4erstucky- a telethon abroad.
-Paitimair-ssna- ereheeteggesst, dersiaage----
problems ever attempted in the siate . The Cannibals Need Food.
i-ts-piarmeri-fry land. 'oeuvre in IleCra-lere  --An- °Meer- of Use French colonial
Greve*, Hallard and Cashele comities, army brought a letter from the chief
Store than 21,000 acres will be redeemed of a group of missionaries In the
and Letietited„ by the draining of Slay lield southern islands of the Pacific not
ere". it is 4.1#911s-44-in 111-e!- - which winds ap as -follows:
the M'( "Minty Untbrt' *anitar '1 regret to tell you- that Our little
pad: wee-iilss-theL-sounity_essuris-compal,y can de gmle shushis
t
of Ballard and 'Carlisle (smaller, ounticism of these widr wretches,
'the petition seeks to have the eoutity Moreover, famine is ravaging th•
courts order the draining of the creek, country, for the harvest has been des -
Where He Balked.
"SU has a terrible time with" Mt
husband,"
"Yes, she Is driving him to drink."
"Nonsense! If she was driving him
to drink things would be different:
she's trying to drive him the other
way."
Orphanages In Turkey.
There are 22 orphanages in the
Turkish empire, conducted by Ameris
cans, enrolling 3,000 inmates. In Colts
section witn these orpluusafpos an in-
dustrial work has spresa-up_ashick
gives employment to over 10,000 peo-
ple in addition to the orphans. The
work le largely done by the widows
and orphans and includes rug and
lace making. various forms of em-
broidery, and other domestic work.




lVashingtom-For the third time the
house posseil the • legislative, execiati:e
and judicial appropriation bill over tlet
veto of President Taft by a vote of 154
53, but in the senate the efforts to
Ilterse it (asked.-4 to 27. An a result the
hawse amended the measure to provide
a continuing seppropriation for the com-
merce court until March 4', 1913. passed
-Ike-with-the senate tpp.repro-
tiro' committee. with good prospects that
it Wi pass ic
Solution of the deadlock between con-
gress and the White Howie ie believed
to have been f.sun,VAni as a result ad-
journment now looms appreciably nearer
Court
MURDEROUS MEXICANS
Telegraph Poles Decorated With Dead
Men.
Waco. Tex.-"All around Torreon the
telsoil • poles are decorated with dead
4•••..x  murtietell liv the. •3014it re, and At
Hiale laet week twenty-three bodies were
hanging at on time," Dr. Walter Lee
Austin, now of Wiese is told in a letter
from a friend in Zacatecas.- Mesico. Dr..
Austin, for nearly four years. was a sur-
geon for the 31exkan national lies% with
headquarters at Torreon.
The Zacateeas friend sends photo-
graphs of the gruesome -views to be
men. In these pictures men are see
n
hanging from the poles. Their b
odies
are siesperided from ropes around their
necks, lie writes:
"The country is in bad shape and get-
ting worse. The government soldiers
are murdering all the rebels they ca
n




Cotton Belt and L. & N. Merge.
Austin, Tex.-Allison Mayfield, chair-
man of the state railroad CoM
MiSsion,
said he had advice. from Cotton Belt
railway officials confirming the repor:
that the Louisville and Nashville is com-
pleting arrangements to buy the Cotton
Belt, and that when the directors of
the former read meet in New York they
will close the deal and authorize a bond
issue ef front $40,000,000 to $60,000,000
to carry out the deal The Cotton Itelt
and Louesille and Nashville meet eaci
other at Memphis and Se Louis.
•
Haag Seven in Cabfernia.
Sacramento. Cal.-Seven co&deisned
murderers must die is Sae- Quentin and
roleyin penitentiaries because a petition
to Willies new legislatIon affecting rap-
painnihnient failed' to get the Neese-
wary 11.000 eignateres. Only 13,00r
names were obtains&
`--: Opium I. Nail Bags
'Honolidu.-Smiorplers of (minas. in
'their efforts to circumvent the customs
authorities at Amorieaa ports, have been
using mail hag. as carriers of- the contra
bawd drug.
Grasshoppers at Tulsa.
Tulsa. °kis,- An Immense army of
gratwhoppers descended os Telva, making
a noise like hail as they came crashing
against buildings. Many people had their
doors and wiedows open "end the grim's
..
hoppers! sii!--tiiiher Ittorote
the occupanta lido the streets foe a
 rime
— -
Isgescarts. eoachee, eniiiiitnre %semis
W dein in. the annual baby. I.
at Asblegs ury 'Path
*DJ in revive .lefore [Soy.
Wilson Sees the Babies.
Palen, N. b.b4. in
The creek, mem-ding to the plan out-
lined, will le streighteried, widens-ti and
deepened, (rem liusz Station, in Graves
comity, to it, mouth, near Fort Jefferson,
where it empties tutu the Miseiseippi_
riser. The creek i1014-8 through -Graces,
MeCracken, Ballard and Carlisle come..
Wes..
BOY FARMERS AND GIRL COOKS,
Win Many Prizes at Bradt County Fair,
Finest Corn and Best Bread.
Sheplierdsville.-That the teaching of
agriculture and domestic science in the
pubic schools and the oderiag of prizes
r cxecliciore 'its products of the tarm
stroyed. Therefore the dispatch et
more missionaries has become ner-C
gent."-La Petite Republique.
Sparrow Sets House Ablaze.
An English sparrow was the cause
Of three houses catching fire at Law-
renceburg, Ind., recently, and had it
not been for the prompt work of the
hbors and friends all would have
TW-50--arrow was
building a nest under the eaves of the
home of Mrs. Mary Webber, and it
picked up a long cotton string from •
pile of rubbish that had just been
burned. With the burning string Itt
its beak. the sparrow flew to the roof
and .honie have borne fruit in 'Whitt.  of We. _Sophia Shafer's house, them
county were shown whim h. ---Iratr Ear 
resumed that some of the finest cora 
fi) Offo lifcCright'S housallattlhern to
the roof of Emanuel Wuest's home,
gn"'" in this fl"" wag """ 
by where It dropped the burning string,
members of the Boys' ('urn Club and that A fire started in the shingles of each
an 11-year-old girl had won the test prize building. Each was extinguished by
'iv the be't 1°1" of bread and the 
best neighbors before much damage was
cake. Another girl under 12 years old done.
was ewitrited a prize for the bent biscuits,
the le.t plate of small 'rakes, the best
collection of 'elites, the best speeitnen of.
darn:ny; and the best plate of tomatoes
Henry County Fair.
Kininence.-Fine horses, pretty women
and unetinted hospitality-all peculiarly
Kenteckiati-marked "Louisville Day,"
the se.cond day of the first annual Henry
Coutoy Fair here. The local business
men and the fair ofdeials !spread them-
selves in doing honor to the guests of
the day, More than 200 members of
the Louisville Board of Trade and Com-
mercial Club were, in attendance.
Planters' Protective Asset:Ostia&
Hopkinsville.-The rally held at Hoer-
ell for the purpose of arousing interest
in the Planters' Protective Aes.ociatios
and securing the pledges of the farmers
to the end that the bulk of the present
growing crop may be couttrolled by that
organizat1011. when the selling teases
opens, drew a crowd estimated at 2,000,
?speeches were made by several assure
Cern workers. -
A Word to the Wise.
The proverbial advice, "Cobbler,
stick to your last," had an opposite
exemplification in the following anise-
dote, for which Zion's Advocate Is re-
sponsible
A colored man was brought before
a police judge, charged with stealing
chickens. He pleadedleilty. and re-
ceived sentence, when the judge asked
bow it was he managed to lift those
chickens right under the window of
their owner's house when there was*
dog in the yard.
"Hit wouldn't be of no use, judge,'
said the culprit, "to try to 'splain die
thing to you all. ET you was to try
It, lik• as not you would gtt yet- hide
full o' shot, an' git no chickens, nei-
ther. Ef you want to engage in any
rascality, judge, yo' bettah stick to
de bench, whir yo' am familiar."
Judge Toisey's Career Ended.
Lete•rdi•.--Judge st.:thmt It. Toney,
noted Kentucky jurist, died 'at the Nor4
IOU lienietial Hest-sitar For twenty years I
Judge Toney :served on the Cincuit beech
in Louisville. During the how Many .
notable cases were tried and ecime-of




(id-ti. McCreary pardoned Jesse Aleuts-
der. of Elizabethtown. oh,, was sentenced
to twenty days in jail for carrying con-
cealed a deadly 'weapon. Alexander peel
'a fine Cl S:atond the guvernor was in-
formed that his *de is ill and needc. he
support:
-ConfTderate Memorial,
Cado.- The Trii,uf 'county Fiscal Coyne
refused to appropriate IPSO to the
federate monument fleet, the vista eirsiisi-
Mg 4 for the sipprOprisition WA: 4 IllgAgIl‘l
it. The um mm mem is- to he ere t,,.,1 by
rise Cents...boa, •
.1
Worn Attacks Melees. -- -t
Ilickrunii,-.1Zroaers iii thia section re
pert that tenteleimes hese been-Arttneked
spe be of %Isom -which e•t' 
ifs.01 the pelmet rade. Arne grower ts re-
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INDEPENDENT TOBACCO. :1_ ORDINANCE , bc .Plitced upon concrete AA-44dt
- has lassuue: dry. - The entire-
elk must as soon as it is tin-The Cite Council of the City "
-of this countY .reirardttlt Is Mort of Murray' l'` i'-4"---cgrdairrilirL114"4""reit'eteti-cort.ring tinti-I it 
hasb,r-stituhk
hardeued.that has gone out- over the die, follows, viz:-. 
The emerete-tised shaft stand. a-------- - --- &let lo the effect that the assii-- -- Etelittiiti-i. That siiilks be
t„esselksefirettingYI .1UL ( litINI rile.lila *WEI Cat I alli, 1\ C-T V VIM tt , I if
iLthiIYeporiG --Itrthe
the Independent purchased and
. .priated.tobacco.has not been prep
pared for market under the same
Ebbw, 11y.




Editor Ledger Perhaps a few I
lifted trent this place will not be
out of cwder. •
Wain, ha s ing aome-atee -wen- (.•
titer and refreshing • showers
t look good to our growing •
crop.
The coen'crop la this neighbor-
hood is sorry,- but the tobacco-
fs.opie very good considering the
heavy rains in the-early spring.
Welter emeritus eut-nne' barn
tobacco. and talvt-Ta iers
are -thinking -of-- elating this
Wtiek.
.1 • '111. 113hx- tg }Ur/Wingre. the -square inCh. in briquettes slowly, but there will be SG orjng the taking iv, er Of all the tin- led.
one week old,--and the same 75 per cent of the
maintained and kept in
sold tobacco and that it would Pair abutting on the following
brand, and quality of cement around here, they realize that
crop in it
be disposed of through the chan. named streets, viz:
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bad. and then 'mad. into nwrtar„ .---. by thoroughly mixing With the• _ ,- ----- - - -,. - -.---,- .-
0,3-__JENN-INCilit . -- -
_. .Beteillary Amount of water so as-EDVIOR-- . . . - •
' te obtain as homogeneous a mass•_ - - -- - - - -as possible, aed_be used &limit:-
111 _= atety after-nifi-ting and sjirettri
• 1 I 1(1 f. Ir.'
t 1. inalis as aseoud class niatter._ 
in *stiff mortar and struek- tiff
to an e‘vn surface with as t mightTH 1,180AV, A l'UUST 210.
. edge and finished with a - stasi-s









with a good. interest, nevem! The Ladies' World _fur Septem-
.
profeesions and several additions her can really be called a remark-to the following specifications, to the church. Rev. Cunning-The work on sidewalks shall be ham, of Clinton. Ky.._ is 
dping_able number, because of its
1-eontmeared-fir tteptentber •I 1912 the'presehhnr. he is an able di- ilat-W-emItentL. it-starts-with-a
• supervision as the association to- to-wit: All of said sitiewsik ro t4:mr
- rrinlildle be the street Committee 191.
:----- ----- teem and-coultmorbe-accep , be built on a 'grade to be and Completed by November 1, vine and he holds, the (attention narration of one woman to un-
not need the tobacco nor care to land under the direction and su- 
of the crowd while preaching. 
other of How it Feels to Marry
and further the association does
' help a few fellows "out of the 1 pervision of the Street Commit: upon this ordinance becoming a week. 
Two Men, and the experience isSection 3. That immediately The meeting will go on all this
tee and there shall first.be spread 
told wItIratrankness that is very
togonistic to the association.
hole" who have always been an. 
of-clean creek gravel en- 
a law the Marshall shall proceed -The meeting closed at the 
appealing. Then - there- is- the
The Ledger feels very confident tirely free from refuse,_ or _layer---- that tbe-fiependelit-Ptirchasof et- ertithed- 'friiindri ccike five
would be very glad to have the inches in depth and to be well
assistance of the a.ssociation in tamped after same has been vet,
selling the remainder of his pur- .and while the cinders or gravel
chase but tharis-net its purpose are stillwei there sh- put
---this ground waiting to used,-flestion 2. That said . side- and all work must be done in A-walks be constructed- -acebrding first elan Workman-like manner.
. or object and under no condi- there on a layer- of 
- - Hon eouIdeildi a thing- be done. four inches thick. This con-
Only tobacco pledged to the or- crew shall be eomp000d_ of
ganization and prized by a bond- part Portland Cement and ix
ed prizcr can be sold through an , of clean gravel, and - frild-7 Insider per square- foot, and,... t_ . . . association warehouse. _ - IF -sand to make a homog-ho patrons were out and _made- ._,-. - - II enter into- a- written-evfti'irnie'gobifileiielles-ifter which• --- --- --11001-14- Ma's, alto stones sot tract with the accepted bidder- Ginty llieli salsa. over one inch in diameter, the Prof. Chunn spoke and Miss
-mixture of concrete shall first
' \-f4r the-""truet"n er the gaid-Binum also. . They all adjournedwork in the manner and within and seemed to be well pleasedthe time fixed in this ordinanc^ with the outlook for this yearsProvided, however, in letting work.
said work the Marshall give the George Bomen and family of
the east side of the county vie-preference to,the owner of the Charlie mgeh and fe-I-
tedativMesnithe past week.
lot along which the sidewalk --is
tobe made, and in addition to en- Clifton Swift and wife are alltering into ..a written contract __smiles. its a brand new
with the their home. d 
kOte Belli+ an wifefavyisittet
the name of the city









The Hazel Graded School. and
Calloway ,Couuty High School
of Hazel Ky.. will enter upon
the fourth term work next Mon-
day, September 2nd. Every-
thing bids favorable for the
greatest school year in the his-
tory of the Hale city. During
-the--summer- there- has -been
__about $1,000 worth of concrete
walks built on the campus and
from the buildings to town.
Many cf the citizens are also
building concrete walk* in front
of their property:
_ Mrs. J. R. -Miller--has-cha
of the first, second and third
grades. Miss Alta Oliver the
fourth, fifth and sixth, L A. L.
Langston, the seventh 'aid
eighth grades and alsb princi-
be mixed twice dry, and then
made into concrete with very
little water, and then thoroughly
mixed until every piece of grav-
el is coated with mortar, it
shall then-be put into place and
cut Off with a streight edge so
the top will be almost per-
fectly level on the concrete and
compressed by hard ramming
sufficiently to give space of from 
property, he shall require hand week.
five-eighths ta seven-eighths of 
with good security in the name John Keys made a talk on the
an inch for the finishing roar_ 
of the city for the faithful per- tobacco association and the good
H it was doing for the farmers a




right to, reject of tobacco was pledged that nence. The Household depart-
The mortar and concrete must 
contract.
few days ago and about 85 acres Do My Flair are also given promi-
each-batch of concrete, after be-
-- - - - any and all bids, and, again day/r
pa-lug mixed as west side of Main 
let the work under the same con- Well, for fear I tire your 
well worth following, and there
ment in this magazine is always
shall be used immediately. The '
' report his action to the City
ditions and requirements. and tience and your many readers I
will close for this time. T. B. are besides Stories and Pastimes
eature, a Happened o Marywork'by writ- Methodist church a few -days
which is eventually -r-tO run Ter-notice in the -ow= -aid- with a good interest, 18 
some time. Mary is brought toproperty or to the professions and several additions
New York. and many 'things doreon, and by publca- to the church. Rev. Mc. Pool
happen to her in that big city.the Ledger at least ten anti Rev. Jones, of Murray. did .
An editor's note gives some in-ust before the contract for the preaching.
- • - side history of. this feature. Lea-shall be let. After having Prof. Chunn and Miss- Atlanta..soosili ev,i,,, • rare ttrrIT• - In'fled-same 211-absve sped- Bynum opened their school at .a navel wayMarshall shall publicly under the title Of
let the attract for-construction 
the-c. Ikf. C. last Monday_morn- What.-When..where..wh: and
of same to the lowest and best 
ing With about 75 or HO pupile The Ways of Fortune Tellers arein attendance,' Several of the laid bare in-the series on Traps
for the-thra at y . The shbit-stor-
les in the number are all ex-eel-
-lent, but- particular mention
must be made of The Emergency
street from above described.
ted into blocks five feet in lengthpal of th,. school, and B. 0. The foundation must be kept 
!the construhion of the said
Eangston, of the high school wet while the concrete is being or stones 
a:I :realms iam4larlal.dalkor
work. laid on same. Upon the con commenced patrons of the district and erete,as above described must • 
to be laid.
of the county are requested to be laid a finishing coat of two 
Section 4. The costs of the
be present at 9 a. m. Monday parts Portland Cement and three 
construction of the said side-
, walks shall constitute a chargemorning, compulsoary atten7 parts of clean Shafftitti-; frowl against tke (Avner of the saiddance. and individual drinking dirt. clay or any extraneous mat- I property and shall be -a liencup laws will be explained. thereon from the commence-ter. The sand and cement must
 merit or the sidewalk under gaid
concrete coerse must be separa- 
 for Children, Health and Good









Pain to prom -tortured
nerves. it/may-occur in any,
p iit-liedy where -




Relieve pain, whether it be neu-
ralgiac, rheumatic, sciatic, head-
ache, stomache, pleurisy or
ovarian pains.
Druggists roveesrwls•est sell them. Itfest paakdaso falls t• benefit, prow drug-shit w111 Moen yaw matey.




and if they are
the next ten
be reported.-







 contract and said charges may
be recovered in an aetion again-WEEKLY BULLETIN $t the ownes of said property
by said city in the court having
jurisdiction for the enforce-Keep Your Eyes on This one erft et- floisrtthet vmeztthof thinettcosretsst•
cos 
ments of liens agra.snst-real prop-
Our No. 189 is one of the finesttarm S1 anAdpprot‘o-edf 
said
1s6utiht.aay r A
ust 19.12. c. E. Hughes.g.in . Calloway county /of 80 -acres in the At it:'enNtlourrk:T. Cal-heart of the best_ tobacco section" of the
state, can be .sold fit tracts from 30 to 50 Attested:M. D. Holton. Cierk.acres to suit the O'n-rchaser:- This is one 0174;m7.
.of the ideal farms of the county a-nd will
be on the market Wr.only a few. days
longer. You can _get it at-la' real land
bargain: Has all conveniences and. in
Kirksey graded school district.
Come in and let us tell you about it.
Council. Provided, further,
'-- William Herchel, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Scott, Shoemaker. .was
born Jan. 47..ipos. and departed-
this life July 10. 1912. It was
after a very short and unexpect-
ed illness that the little soul pass-
ed dewri the path that knows no
returning: He was-sueha sweet
child and was loved by all who
knew him. 'Grieve not' father,
mother and sisters, as he has
gone before. _Live _mid hope-
Meet in ven. Religious
sers lees were conducted 1)._iltev.
Mc Pool' at ;Temple Hill in theOtfice.".141 J. D. Hamilton Manager: "r. ei•-e of a P:Ist ..s;. All trier Townor
___....





On 1st and 3rd Tueslao <
of month the fates ate
tri -low-and al low stop
men free and 25 dais time-
.1* Cotton Belt Route to
t
The :ton Re4 ol.: • •
tt t la fro 1Puty
.11-exas, t Nskstu.a5
it two viers& Ins daily, • ,through
parl o-e a5fie 
shall cal. an.i
Trains hoe.'
all pins o 3,13 make














Baby that Saved a Live, by Har-
riet Gaylord, which sounds a new
note in fiction. A !Ilia_ of the
climax would reveal the whole
plot, so we strongly advise you
to read it. There is a story Only
which has all the qualities pecu-
liar to this writer, and, as a con-
trast, Shirlel‘Carson has one full
of homely pathos. What the
Dressmaker Thinks of the Ten,
dency in Dress, and HoW-Sh--01-1
Pains or 
Cramps
"I carry Dr. Miles' Anti-Pala
-Pills with me all the time,_ and
tor aches: and pain's there is
nothing equals them. I have
used tliim -for rheumatic pains,
headache, and pains side and






I A TTORNEY- -LAW
Mike Caldwell. Mrs. A. K..1
Murra Ky.Johnson. Burtus, King. Missi
Sallie McGehee. Mr Stirlinr1 Will practice :in, filld,_ -Payne. 'Mrs:Malik Turner.
era! Courts in gents:city andPackages- Ervie -Chamber,:
Mrs. A. H. Maier. I Tennessee.
isclPast...ollassowessfrwersf-4.441m,solissu4c4Itssu
I TO TOBACCO GROWERS lp
•
Do you know that you co protect your growing
tobacco from dangerous rum by hail storms at a very
small cost. We have the polices for you at the fol-
lowing rates:
-IPar,•
1.4 Weitan me today
11.3 -I will tell you coat t fare ;
from your to• IN so .
and 'lend you- spit... fie
did illustrated booko 1.1
farm facts as•nut Aikatt




$1.50 per acre valuation of tobacco
is limited to $50.00.
$2.00 valuation to $75.90.
$3.00 valuation to $100.#9.'
DONT PUT THIS OFF IT UHT BE TOO LATE
Prompt Adjustment" Cash Settlement in
Case of Loss -
P. I. Rcdoep PHALS_See or fa icies lssutd Frain Office bid. NOII E. Halton Iamb 29P
HOLTON & HMO














































er it he neu-
Ciiiii-Jilad-
pleurisy sc.
M. Mtlark and D. Os-
broil. have formed_ a-Tart-.
nershiw_in the Blacksmi
---BusinestriAld are I "
































4, LOCAL AND PERSONAL. 4.
4. 4,
++,4**4.+4_4,4.4,4,4,44.4.4.+4,4*












L Thornton & Plumbers. If you need
Turf Oats or Ba
• Kinnie Kendall k,ft the first see us. We have
of the sveeir----for4kithriei Ky..
where he pas accepted a posi-
tion with the Southern xpress ' Place your o
Co. plumbing now,
have to wait w
ready.- C. L.
There will be an ice cream
social at the Hinkley school
house Friday night Aug. 30th.
1912. The proceeds to be used
in establishing a district library
Every -body invited.
You can buy ttat Cider Mill,
Cider Barrel,--Iraut Barre I.
Molasses Barr Kraut Cutters,











An attempt was made, Monday
night of this week by some sneak
thief to enter the home of E.
Mot. litticy _dlecuvere4
the prowler and timed two shots
the te.use.
%1A him the betty is sufferinit
the double affliction el tot weal,
or and bowel. .di era, W.]
-remefly:needed is M 'e Baby
Elixir. It re ee he feverish
condition, core the stomach
and checks lo e Of -the
Mrs. Clarence Phillips retuftt- bowels. Price ), un: rOc per
of-home halm n severe week!' bottle Hold hy Data .0,t
&pa C., rid onii,at Daipnt 
Springs Wednesday of this week.
"Doan's Dint nt cured me
of eczema that d annoyed me
for a long ti The result was
lasting"-Hon W. Matthews,
Commissioner L r Statistics,
--Untar Iloif and wire left
Thursday morning for their home
inColorado after, spending several
weeks here the gueat of his
Prof. J. W. Jones re turned
the latter part of the past week'
from Chicago where he spent
some time at the Chicago VW.
versity taking a special teachers
eouhrt.- -He-teole
work at assiitatit pride pr-iir of
the Murray school Monday morn-
ing.
Mr, W. S. Gunsalus, a farmer
mother. Mrs. Joe T.-fltriey. living near Fleming Pa., says
helms used Chambatiain'sImpure blood ru you down
Cholera and Djarritoes -Remedy
in his family fo ourteen years
and that he has41nd it to be
ni •‘----0an excellent rgmedpleasure-In MOMmen iliff it.
and takes  C LUBS LPRESCRIPTIONS..
For sale by Dale & Stubblefield.
Missal Ruth and Robbie Far-
mer have returned to their home
in Fulton after spending several
-weeks-here-and-in-the county-
















Ernie Swami returned the lat-
ter part of the past week from
Texas where he spent the sum-,
mer for his he
much improved by the trip.
METALLIC
ART RIDGE
ap.a Nee •••••••▪ •• l•cste
kfore- Their Use Guarantees I life-
- the Continued Accuracy of r Atm.'
Year .50 5un-nsiking,=50 wears
Ye taught Us -
To make c*'P4Jg.. nuked for straight.
shooting—hard-him sure-lire. ii, attain
anniesairtmi or  WI I impairing me ac.
COMM To make fur Medi d iii Ifni the
cartridge it requires te slam it - Sod to
keep sinretitruits
There is a Remington-01C °amide* specially made
for sour rids Iii•mait.Amossigion- LAIC:
cart ridge is,testeet fa the.erts__for which it is made.
Our Ourrantie is behind these cartridges—and behind
any standard arm, to the lull dissent of the maker's
own guarantee, when theme cartridges are uted.
Shout the cartridges that shoot straight. Shout the
cartridges that keep your gun shouting straight. Shoot
Remington. UMC eartridges. • , •
Remingtos Arias-Union Metallic Certridde Co.
as amass/ I Ail aNwit..su oe led Cal
4 n.c•Asreiso.
All perions interested are re-
quested to meet at the McDan-
iel grave yard, near Independ-
ence, the first Saturday in Sept-
etYlkgr. Nribe_Purposent_clean:„
ing off ,the yard. Come With
you dinner and prepared to help
in the work.
The Magazine Club met with
Mrs. H. B. Scott Tuesday after-
noon. Ltterary-Digett-i-eMriFe-
viewed by Miss Rowlett; Century
by Miss Cappie Beale and Wo- Accuracy, Parity aid Parlous
mants•liome Companion
If you sit in a cool draft when Maggie Houston. A poem by All k is done sys maticallY
you are heated and get a stiff the late -MargaYet Sangster was by-regis - Ph hate and
You Will
always get_
neck or lame back, you will be read-by-Mr&-J-.-EL Coleman-fol-- competent at
tion or family reee lef....or-•
we sever sabstitate.
Close Attention to this Dea
partment and years of experience
 Al, It AIG---=a imeruc have won for us the confidence
&shim Cannot be Cured of both piiiiician and patient.
by local applications, as they Bring your prescriptions to Mecan-
berlqin's C ol i c, not reach the diseased portion of the it doesn't matter what physician
hoes Remedy Penn Ford, colored, was ar- ear, 'There is only one way to core writes them or on whose blanks
much batter ted as_lie alighted from the
' :Rifler- train here last Monday morning Donal remedies. Deafness is caused
deafnews.and _twit ts by constitu- they are written, we can fill
e of them and we will fill them right.
," write
mple. Ind. 
by- Constable Nix and turned by an inflamed condition of the mu-
For sale by Dale & Stubblefield. over to Jailer 
Alderson. - He was ceis lining ot the itnetachain Tube.
When the tube is inflomed you havecharged with taking two quarts H. P. WEAR,
County Attorney Clay Erwin of alcohol from another colored 
a rumbling pound or imperfect hear-
ing, and when it is entirely closed, Druggist and Pharmacist
was last week appointed cam- man. As Alderson was unlock- deafness fs a result, mid unless the MURRAY, -:- -:- KENTUCKY
For high cllumbing and -paigirmanager-for• the regular- ing the jail Ford made a dashone dose of C berlain's Colic, 
inflatnation can be 'taken out and 
Mr Erwin will make an aggres- later arrested in Paducah and re- dition, hearing w destroyed for-
this tube rest e to the normal Con -republican party of this county. for liberty and escaped., He was. plumbing fixt Cholera and Dia hoea Remedy," 
es. C i t i z e n
Bank Bldg.-1.\L Thornton &
Co. 
writes M. E. G hardt, Oriole, sive campaign for President turned to this city. 
ever; nine case p our of ten are Association Speakisg.
Pa. There is n mg better. caused by Catarrh. which is nothingTaft's ,re-election.
For Sale. C A $45 Ra- For sale by Dale & tubblefield, E. N. Holland returned 
the but ati inflamed condition of the
mucus surfaces. 
Do you want a good price for
cycle. 'Will se for $17.50 if - When baby Auffers w i t hMesdames N. L. Chrisman and the first of the week 
from a ten your tobacco? If you do, come
taken at once.- , I Jennings. croup, apply /and give Dr.idays' stay in the eastern 
We will give One Hundred Dol- -
,.. _ Emma Spellings and children Thomas, ric Oil at once. 
part lane for any case of deafness 'caused out and hear 0. J. Jennings, edi.
• W. %V. Stubble eld returned left Monday for Dawson Springs i of the state. While absent he by catarrh that cannot be cured by tor of the Murray Ledger, 
dig-
the past week to Victoria, Tex- to spend a few days. Mrs. R. Safe for chil . A little goes visited Corbin and was the Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send 
for cir- cuss the question at Penny, Sat-
as. where he has real estate in- H. Falwell joined them at Mar. a long way/ .;-)c nd 50c at all guest of Hafford Hay and Jack euh" •free. _ urday. Aug. 31st, at 2 o'clock;, 
terests. He will be absent sev- ray. -Hazel News, drug stores' Wall, attorneys of that place, F. J. CHENEY 1c 0. Toledo, 0.. Oak Grove, same date, at night.
eral months. - -. Subscribe at nce for the Miss Mary Williams left last , and Harlan where he was thel 
Sold by all I fruggists 74c. You can't be hurt by coming. It
For regukut ion of the South's LeadingDaily-The Sunday for Bowling Green where guest of F.-Y. Acree and Zeh 
stiTake Hall's family Pills for con- iS a question that interests every
bowels; easy,
relief of consti ion, try Doan's 1 
!movements Commercial 65cts 
mouth.-Dale Stubblefi  e d , 
per she will attend the Bowling Stewart. He reports the for- Pm . ,.   person. Come out and spendian. al-
R.egulets. -25c 1 stores. - lAgents. Green -Business University for mer 
Murray boys doing well in Get the Ledger-1 Yer Year. i hour or so.




(0 It-will j to see s before you buy
•) your coal. 'We will sa e you, some money
(• and furnis you asi tcoal as was ever
.0) deliyered in . urray. _
(0 Wal.rilake a :=1 •ial • rice to Farmers and
•) . Coalitry Merchan We will have coal on
hand at all times a
the next several weeks, taking a
special course in shorthand and
•AriiWtikflalKk.•./aVeitii\SIIR/10.)411°Ai® typewriting.
I/) .(413 One of the most on ail-
(9 
"3 „
(• e ments that hard w king people
0) i(i) are afflicted ith lame back.




parts thoroun ch appli-
cation. and yon will et uick
COR/ 
(z. relief. For sale by Dale & Stub-
blefield.
Colt Show. -I frill hold my
0 annual colt shoj,r the second
(0 Saturday i ptember. at :3
II0 o'clock; at •P rtown. Come






all kinds o !eneral )lack-
smithing an o to and
farm machinery iring.
Will make horse c-
ialty.
We thank you or past pat-
ronage and 'solicit your
trade lirthe future.
M. M. CLARK and W D. OSBRON
"I was cured of diarrhoea _by
eptember 15, 1912.
•
Terms: C on , DELIVERY
- PRICES 'FOR SEPTEMBER
Best Lump Coal 13c -
Egg 13c.
4 inch Nut 12 1-2c;
-Nut 12 1-2 c En' t s.'
Z 
' Yours .to serve• 
•_
. I 
I 1 1 4 - L. W. HOLLAND 0 CO.
• _
0) — •















Mr. and Mrs. Noah Gilbert
are spending a few days in Rus-
tietville, where Mr. Gilbert has
gone on business, they will also
visit Mr. and Mrs. Brimfield.
of.thatCity, - -





Pledge your tobacco to the as-
sociation before the first Satur-
day in September and attend the
election of precinct chairmen on
that date and select your very
best men to fill the places.











Apply a cotton oth wet with
Ballard's Snow niment to all
wounds, cuts rns, sores or
:healing power. is prompt-
blisters, and n ronderful
0 and very effective. __ Price •.::4c,
• 430c and 41.00 per bottle. Sold
by Dale & Stubblefield. -
•
Raymond Vandyke, colored,
died in the Eddyville _branch
Penitentiary last week of men-
ingitis. He Was sentenced to
serve frotini two to 21 years for
Manslaughter and was settl up
from Calloway tr'uit coui4, last
April. lie shut and tilled John





don't be talked o
it is the best
ment you can get anywhere.
Price 25c, 60c and $1.00 per bot-
tle. Sold by Dale & Stubblefield.
SOCIETY 17 It Prescription- -Depart•
merit is our Pride and we
make the filling of Prescri_ptione _








daughter read by Miss Houston.
The decorations were white ros-
es and dahlias. A delicious ice
course was served by the hosfess
assisted by Miss Diuguid.
He Won't Limp Now.
No more limping for Tom
Moore, of Cochran, Ga. "I had
a bad sore on my instew!that
nothing seemed to help till I
used Bucklen'R, Arnica Salve,"
he writes. "but this powerful\4\N.
healer cured me. Heals old,
running sores, ulcers, boil s,
burns, cuts, bruises, eczema or -
piles. Try it. Only 25c at Dale
& Stubblefield&
The board of trustees is hav-
ing eight sanitary 'drinking
fountains installed at the school
house. This action we regard as
one ,of .the most btlneficial ever
attetnpted in this city and the
Ledger desires to extend its




• flihq.. of the reipslar daet
Sco Etnulsionl
Its highly c nutritive
quainiies repair 'waste • create
physical resisiance faster the*
diseese can sleets 0y Al Orassisea
floier 1, I, • rn • •1-1 P•11.
•
•









 The , Early Worm!
And the Man
Who takes up the Matter
Of His Wintercoal Supply,
Early in the Season,
Catches
.THE LOWEST PRICE!
IT'S A SURE SAVING OF DOLLARS!
MRS. EMMA BRAME






 JD REUCS FOUND
By ELEANOR C. HARSH. Los Andelea. C.aL
I
F my daughter is bitten by the matrimony_hug.at theme of 17 _I shall
.-..il -for the days,' -the good-old-days, when the ptrenta of refractory
maidens were wont to shut them into their rooms to think over their
foolishness on bread and water. That is the course I should like to
rsue, but, living as I do in three days, when the new cornmendment.'
1.0
••••••••
Glimpses of Eirly Life In Egypt
Remarkable Discoveries Made by Prof.
Edouard Neville at Abydoe arid Its
Nelghberhood-One of Richest
Sites In Old Wort&
Cairo, Egypt. -Fascinating glimpses
of early Kg> {elan life were revealed
st, an exnunuon receut47 MX In Lon-
don. The exhibits. which were the re-
CARE AND USE OF CASSEROLE
Seeelleat Servant of the Cosh Must




Delor using a cesserole for the-ingt
best done by severing it with cold
water. Thee-kenos the water come
I. the belling point, remove from the
Ore, and let the casserole remain is
the water until it is
_ UMøt se eirsizantatioesi let the ea
**role be put on the stove without
water or fat in It; If this is don* Ike-
disk will crack.
Avoid sudden classes of temperer
turn with the casserole; that is, donut
take it from the hot stove or oven
EE NRIZEZIM
A r bra




bellowed any "say" in the matter at all. Still, like little Mary, "I can't
help finkin'," and here are some of my "foughts."
Is a girl of seventeen old enough to marry? Well, just think of the
seventeenlear-olds of your acquaintance—little giggly, gushy high,:school
girls, immature in body, mind and soul. Think_ of marrying one of them!
of -being aserried itroneof thwart - - — -
A girl of seventeen hasn't a thought of any one but herself. lief
pompadour, her complexion, her figure, her character (with a capital C, if
you please), constitute her sole interest* in life. This it all very natural.
Youth is inevitably selfish and self-centered. I am not criticisling Miss
Seventeen; I am only protesting against piling the burdens of wifehood
and motherhood upon her slender young shoulders.
Don't, don't fora* the child into premature womanhood as a careless
hand presses. Open a rosebud. Such a blossom is always blighted and
withers much sooner than the bud which blooms naturally. Let the girl
_pow inM  womanhood _before abs assumes ita obligation..
The wife at seventeen iausually aIlliddirAllod wininat twent-Y41,1
whllr sister who has remained single until that age is still in her lovely
girlhood, and at thirty-five will be no older than the early married woman
exploration fund, under the direction
of the great Egyptologist. Prof( Eden-
ard Neville, at Abyelos and its neigh-
bortood. Included some excellently
preserved mummies, early implement
and carvings, and some grotesque
vases not unlike English Toby jugs. In
the great Temple of Osiris, a barring-
was found depicting the Pharaoh of
the Exodus playing draughts.
Abyelos Is one of the richest sites
in Egypt, and many explorers have
reaped a rich harvest from its temples
and tombs, but the work of this ex.
pedition seemed to prove that much to.
mains to be done before the whole
story of Osiris Is revealed. On one
table were displayed objects obtained
from a prehistoric village, the re-
mains of which were found a little to
the west of-the -great - Temple of
OHO,. Hitherto _the _archaeologist
has been dependent on objects ob-
tained from the graves of the preblie
torte age, but In this case the relics
at twenty-five. of this ancient life were found on the yeastc.ake, dissolved in ca -quarter
The girl at twenty-flee hard and cynics.!! 'rho cynical ones at that 
site of a hut village. 'they Include cupfuls lukewarm water and one and
age are the married women who have outlived their illusions and seen their
 tvb.heiclhong.efirat stodnets am; corn rubbersrubbers • half cupfuls flour. Cover and let
or durrah for sword 
ettpati•nhtunalo. *arise. then add white of one egg beat-
idols decav. If by sheer luck the young wife has chosen a good husband.• u breaT gr 
t and flour tb knead. A
17.
wet sink; this wUl prove disastrous
to the dish.
Casserole cooking require' only
Moderate heat; if something is being
cooked In the casserole at the same
time that intense heat is required
ter something else, take the preemie
dee of setting the casserole is a pas
of water.
Is sooting anything Is a casserole,
It Is well to allow twice the thee for
meoking that would be required were
the Mew or vegetables or trait cooly
et In the ordinary way.
accompaniment would be eaten with
relish.
- -Moberg 11e11111-11-fttocaft-tt-bas ttin
laws of preportion, harmony and con.
trait, as does paintleg or music
Its. W1111'NEY say• In one of
her stunts the two dearest 
It Is its legitimate an enjop
httesseetwing., are ..by_ttar asa inert --itt-ts-art-xet -tank - whic
h 110,
.r..eay les 'nay add Meat much Otis. Well being depends, 1111
-4.1.4.1-4160-19611410110444.1b0P-wits.-
A CHAPTER ON MEATS.
A most delicious way of serving
hamburger steak is to put the round
steak through the chopper (don't buy
it chopped, for you take all kinds of
mixtures); add seasoning of pepper.
salt end•onion, if liked. °reale the
broiler and put the meat In the form
of a steak and breit When cooked.
pour over a quarter of a cup of cream
to each pound of this meat; have the
cream hot and well seasoned.
Breakfeet Chleken.-Chop the pieces
of chicken fine; bay. a little butter In
WORTH TIME AND TROUBLE a sauce pan. When melted, add a cup
of cream, when hot stir in the chick-
Ilallsd Reilly Call for Care is the Ma* on. season and serve on well 
buttered
In but the Result Repays All rounds of toast.
the Outlay. Beef Mirotono-Minee cold corned
beet treason with pepper chopped
ifeeld one cup millk add three ta plekle, two mineed hard cooked eggs:
bleepoOns-hatter, -One and A--haff np--zacititim - tts "-EAT gravy or  
blespoons sugar and half a teaspoon. sauce at hair,. cover with seasoned
Rd of salt. When lukewarm add one mashed potatoes and bake until
brown.
Here are some suitable combine-
lions to use with .neata of various
kinds, when 11.ft over, and iii. desitled
alas to have a mad4over dish:





had been prepanzd for them.
But she. is much less apt to get a good husband
than her twenty-five-year-old sister. Usually he w,11
be only a boy, With nes more capacityto bear and for-
bear than. she. Friction between them will bemore
frequent and neither will understand how -either to
 meet Or avoid it. A pitifully large number of 'early
marriages end in the divorce courts, while those who
defer marriage until twenty-five or over are usually
married for life.
At twenty-five a woman doesn't accept her suitor
because he has "loiely eyes" or a Groeien nose, but be-
- cause be is a man of honor. of high principles and
ideas, who will, be a good husband end father. For
corresponding reasons he loves her, and their love






By A. Reblestise, New Ted
hairpins. and--some slate palettes for
rubbing eye paint. Fruit -knives,
saws, and scrapers showed signs of
use, and gave all the appearance of
being In the same condition in which
they had been left by their original '
owners,
Thant) pritnittre man were gm -Mean •
- arHatis7,-es-the-tmprelistort -et-a uyliu•
To those who contlemplate a season of
"roughing it" I would say that elaborate '
camping outfits and preparations defeat
the very ends iought. If one camps out
•for pleasure, the pleasure may reasonably
be supposed to consist in the differences
e e,s ape n ma • se . ace,
in rows on floured beard. cower with .
cloth and let it rise until light and
Well puffed. Flour handle of woodeu-
'moon and make a deep crease In
middle of -each biscuit, take up and
press edges together. Place closely
In buttered pan, cover. let rise, _Waugh
Over WIth one egg laightte beisten send
diluted with one-tablespoonful -mttir. 
UCH daIntle• to them. then
Leatla It might here
It'. like saluting them ruffles when
 want,










from the day before, prepare souls
stuffed onions for dinner, as they are
a moat appetizing dish. Parboil large
onions, until leader enough to remoye
the hearts Or wooly out a cup shaped
hollow to hold the stuffing, which is
better. Mix the pieces of onion with
•• eramtat and gaussig*, salt pop
per and- a dada) ot nutmeg.; Mitt the
-iarlotii: put late -Wring- pair and
hake, basting with butter and water.
Slake a sauce by adding cream and
flour the sauce in the pan and when
well cooked pour over the onions and
Add grated cooked carrots to may'
°ilt fee mail it In • shrImp. 
pink.
Serve this nit chettses adielte On lets
Lamb, mint sauce, or In stew with
pear.
Nita-Hon., macaroni, white or tomato
sauce.
heel, onions, potatoes, celery, brown
-tlerkeyr-rteen--- etury--•entt,--whito
Saucer.
and bake 12 or 15 minutes in a hot Turkey. stufflug and giblet gravy for
oven. This may seem quite a process
to go through, but when done and
ready to be eaten one feels really to
paid. They are the best I ever eon
Premium Fruit Cake. r -
Sugar, three cups; butter, one and tomato sauce,
one-half cups; six eggs; soar creitin, hani7ritIrrentitthIrlitarbTOWIl
one and one-half cups; saleratus or
sauce
soda, two teaspoonfuls; currants, one.
h. stuffing and Hollandaise sauce,
--11111'412v;----thrw-f°"14** Old-fashioned hash t"'--4rW,II4i6"-se-4641-asone 
is
d.pound; citron, one-fourth pound; one
made in cakes and cooked, then servenutmeg, flour. Directions, heat the
eggs thoroughly, then add sugar and
the platter with parsley.
with a poached egg on each Garnish
butter and beat till smooth; dissolve
the saleratus In a little warm water
and put in the cream and make the
cake quite thin with flour to prevent
the fruit from settling to the bottom.
Do not chop the raisins, but cut them
in halves and remove the seeds; else
between camp life and living luxuriously 
use seedless raisins. Then scald a
at home. The joy of roughing it, to me, ia The D
omestic Furniture of 5000 B. C.. few moments to soften, drain and
in reducing life to its simplest term's and 
Dinner Trays and a Water Dipper. Sour (dredge); then before putti
ng
Into the cake cut the citron in thin
pitting human resources and ingenuity der seal on clay, representing a prce slices, mild as you fill In a layer of
-- _ cession of animals, notably an et&
against primitive conditions. 
cake put the citron over evenly, then
phant and birds and a small clay fig. more of the caste mixture eta anode
This is the camp equipment my "part- bre of a dog. eloquantly testified. The. er layer of the citron and so on un-
ner" and 1 used-to take in frequent ezpe- settlement belonged to the late Neo- til the citron is evenly divided Moue
ditions: - -A blanket and poncho for bed- 
lithIc age, but some objects of pure the whole.
copper, not bronze, were found-HI
ding and sheltfiTfor tools, a hand ax and a moderately heavy jack-knife. ring-chisel and some fish hooks. AU . Et  pie
Weapons, a shotgun, with shells adapted to various kinds of game, and a important find in this ancient village Sane a deep
 plate with rich crust • and
Small caliber rifle for "sportsmanlike" hunting of squirrels, and such 
was a furnace or kiln used for bank- bake a delicate brown. Filling: Take
"small.deer." Our larder contained salt pork, corn meal, sugar, beans and 
iangthe hand-made pottery, of which i a scant cup of sugar in your sauce pan
model was eschlbited, the original 
I 
and cream into a generous teaspoon
Occasionally dried apricots. Two pipes and plenty of tobacco completed having been retained at Cairo.
- 
Of butter (not melted). beat in the
din Outfit. ,
For the delicaCies of the table we depended upon what we could catch
----effr kill and it was ah unwritten law that we should not kill more than we
could use from day to day, leaving the "big game" until we were about
ready to return to town, when we could take that with us for gifts. To
live well and comfortable we had to hunt clime and work hard. Sometimes
. we built a shack that would houie us against the roughest weather. _
These expeditions were achievements in that they brought our *Ili-
- ties in triumphant conflict with elemental conditions and with few of the •








:The indictment that college graduates
do not make desirable tarnishelp because of
their indolence and indifference to their
STA, Lrought -hy the New York State
department of agriculture, is not a fair one.
College men who are lazy and indifferent
about work on a farm wiuhIL be lag and.
indifferent about their work'in any_ other
vocation. If the New York department of
agriculture has f 1lazy and incompe-
tent men among =versa Y graduates it
should be charged against them as individ-
uals--1-not against the fact that they are
college graduate*. . - • - • t
The employe on the farm who would ply the mandolin or rest in the.
shaddiiring. th_e_Innirs-U shiWildlieitt-wor_k_.,,  would watch-the -doer-and
soldier on "the job wheriiver he might he -even though it might 1;e in
mahogany-furnished offices. Undoubtedly such men "cut" classes when
students and use a "ponr" to assist them in their translations. They are
simply -40-eent- boys into whichlopcfulirtrents are tr,ying to .cram a $3,000 ..
-education. It hail the fault of the education if it can't be done. -
The- number. 3f college men who ere making a euccess of farming is
much larger than the layman thinks. In fact, the agricultural districts of
the richest portions of Tnirt-ountivw -arelllird with cottr-0. mew. • • -.
Hood litxe4 .()tvg!in, ist nct Iv a fruit-growing  C011IIII ty,  haamnra
college men in proportion to -the t
otil number of inhabitants than any
lather community in this country.
• It wa4 a' uniiers,ity man who diaccorPreil that Texa's could grow the
fano). tzsltertioillit.rittionL-s• het that the Slate Ns) celebrated within the
• oast 1.4-k Or twat. , • 
' •
•
One of the most important of the
works achieved by the expeditian was
the excavation of the Osireion. or tern.
pie of Osiris. This was a great sub-
terranean temple consisting of a pas-
sage some three hundred feet long,
leading to halls and chambers. The
temple was' the work of Sett II., or
Meronptah, the Pharaoh of the Exo-
dus.
The walls of the passage are cov-
ered with sepulchral stones and In-
scriptions describing the passage of
the dread :king through the gates of
the Underworld. In one scene the
king is represented playing draughts
with pieces in tho form of animals.
The construction of this subterrane-an
shrine is very fine. The wallsal the
chamber are of the- finest
covered with beautifully rut insert,.
ttons. The great hall has a bath of
sandstone, faced inside with red gran.
ite No royal body was found In the
tomb, but there Is little-doubt that It
rested there for a time until removed
to the tombs of the kings at Thebes.
where It .was found a few years ago
ENDS A MOTION PHOTO FIGHT
Montclair N. J., LetelAmusement Con.




subject more.. than two years, the
town council has decided to grant a
license for a moving-picture show In
Montclair. The applicant will spend
000.000 on his building ate... plant and
will pay a fee of $1.000 a year. No
vaudeville performances will be al-
lowed under his license. For the past
two years Montclair has enjoyed the
unitrtwrAwnser- of being the only city
of its si/e in the country with av
mining vdrthril;
yolks of two eggs atilt-two tablespoons
flour, and a cup of boiling water and
cook, stirring constantly until thick.
• Add a little vanilla after this cream is
Cool. Slice into the crust a layer of
bananas alternated with a layer of
cream. There should be two layers of
mush. Frost with the whites of two
eggs, beaten stiff, with two teaspoons
of sugar. Brown in oven. Serve
cold.
More Women Use Alcohol. .
I.ond,(11--Accorattig to a report
made to the lingonies Ctmgreas by
Dr. Magnan, chic! of the Part Inge*
Sty heresy( alcoholism ameatia worm%
"accessing a OWN-
Lemonade Ginger Punch.
Flee lemons, one cupful of sugar,
one cupfuLeS boiling water, stager ale,
iresh mint, cold water, one-half beap•
tag teaspoonful of gelatin. Wash the
lemons and sUce them; then sprinkle
over the sugar. Let stand for SO mm-
,--and then. add- one gnarl of geld
water. Dissolve the gelatine In the
boiling water and add it to the lemon
mixture. Pour the whole Into a punch
bowl and add -the ginger ale, allow-
ing Amu quart of eager ale for each
quart of the other liquid. Half an
hour before serving add • few stems
Of fresh mint.
Preserved Cherries.
Stone the cherries, preserving every
drop of Juice. Weigh tbe fruit, allow.
ing pound for pound for sugar Put a
layer of fruit for one of sugar ant!!
all is used up; pour over the julee
and boil gently until the Byrne' begins
thieken, The -ehert-itteianied-
ries or the Morellas are the best for
preserves. Sv21,14herries will not do
Nice Fruit Cookies.
' Two cups of brown sugar: onr cup
butter: three-pegs; -Otle level tea-
spoonful of _soda dissolved In fie*
ttablespoontr of sweet milk; one ma-
st lifol "itch of cleses etrtnatnon.
allspice and ,.nistmeg. Three temps
flour; one, cup chopped raisins Thep
Item a spoon In a pan and hake
- -
Tie Save Matting,
to save your matting. irake it cov-
er of outing flannel to ejle •• •wr v6-0
broom when- sweeping.- This will be
fonhui to' ticks tip' the dust easisT
eaves ttiu matting Much Aar:
•
an escalloped dish.
Duck. minced olives, brown gravy
and currant jelly.
-Dotted hem musTard-,--hFtrd- cooked
eggs and whIte sauce.
Broiled bacotetlemon Juice and
.11-1A P. llitkilgtit C01.1%lvtual•
like"
Then I.. r. well heat and i,,,1,, 'pipe frost.
ECONOMY IN THE KITCHEN.
To nmst of us. when speaking of
economy, we think of our yocket
book; though there are ways of prac-
ticing economy fully as important as
spending money.
The economy of strength., of health.
and of time are all worthy of our cosi-
eideration.
When arranging a kitchen, if we are
privileged to do so let us provide for
the doing of our work with the least
possible waste of energy and time.
11111'.. the kitchen arranged se that
utensils and food materials are clime
at hand.
A cabinet for the dishes and'rnatern
ale used in cooking; hooks for the
small utensils, salt, pepper, soda.
sugar and spices near at hand.
Clean up as you go along, putting'
things away immediately after use.
Put dishes to soak as soon as they
are empty, and the washing will be
I
much easter.
It is desirable for every hourekeep-
1 er to know how to use the small por-
tions of food that may toe left over
from the daily meals. The iamount of
food needed can seldom be estimated
with sisal exactness that all will be
used.
mettft*_hew_cerefully the.eneats
are planned, our appetites wiry, tastes
differ, and unexpected things change
our calculations.
Unless we use up the left overs each
day, we will in a few days be -faced
with too large a problem to solve.
rottifilall -practice of turning
everything left over into the garbage
pall is too frequent. It Is wiser often
to feed to pets or poultry the small
bits of food than to make them over
and buy food for them
The wise housekeeper looks over
the larder on planning l'Or tilt. day.
mitt sees what can be wisely used be
fore buying new material
• ;_aL le-Royer -served Iss  a
manner, even though It may be of
good .material, is often refused; but If
served daintily with a satace or some
num. • -
Mexican Chicken.-Cook a chicken
'Until tender in wat..r to half cover.
then cut in pieces as for fricasse; add
half a can of strained tomato,
one green pepper 'chopped fine and
a little parsley, season with paprika
and -cayenne:- -Tait the chicken .Inte
this, thicken with bread ciumba  
tern into it baking dish, dot with bits
of butter and bake half an hour. This
dish will eery.. more than ordinary
fried or etewed chieken. Th4. broth
may he used that the ehIcken Van
cooked in for a soup, and thickened
alpth rife it makes a very substantial
d
A few- chopped dates or-nets added-
to an apple pie niakes qutie a differ-
ence in the result
Rice -Cateetmen-Seald--twn___
and a half cups of milk-and pour over
two cups of puffed rice. Beat the
yolks of four eggs. add three-fourths
of a cup of sugar, it little salt, .a half
teaspoonful of grated orange And, and _
a teaspoonful of orange extract. Mix
all together and paur into a well-but-
tered baking dish. Place in hot water .e•
and bake. Cover vi•fth R.-Meringue
made front the whites of the eres-,-e-nd
brown in the oven
11F.; h-on or dawn after dark
I' ore or petit;
• 1••••• of daylight actor day's t..nse
atrainl
boon of beauty In .'rented things,
1...on .1' love when., rNery b.:Lut11
spring,. --




Ice creams are divided into two
classes the. Neapolitan and the Phil.
adelphia. The former contains s
large proportion of eggs, is made like
a custard. The latter is creamy, be
lug made of cream almost wholly.
In preparing the Neapolitan cream.
care should be taken to strain the cue
lard after adding the eggs well beat.
en. The cooking Is another impor
tent matter, as too long cooking cur
dles the custard anti too little leaves
a raw, uncooked taste.
In adding fruit, such as berries of
peaches -care should- be taken that
they _ are thoroughly mashed and
sweetened before adding to the frozer
mixture. Always chill the cream be
fore freezing, as it freezes smoothes
and quicker.
The following recipes are not cons
marts- ereffin-though-theynarennot-af-at
hard to prepare:
Burnt Almond Ice Cream -Menet
four ounces of shelled almonds ant
brown them in the oven Pound to
paste in a mortar, adding a.little su
_gar and cream to make a paste. Bea:
six egg& add the almond tnixturier-s
pound of sugar and a quart of cream
with a teaspoonful of vanilla. Seal(
the eggs with half of the cream.
Orange Ice.-Make a sirup of a pin;
of sugar Rtid a quart of water, boil II
minutes. add a pint of orange Mies
and a half cup of lemon Juice, the pee
of a le  and orange. The peel cat
be boiled etth the sugar. Cool .ant
710.1.44:-
Earthly Paradise.
"To devote oneself to a profession
one truly enjoys, to adoro a sweet
young woman with the hope that your
love will last for ever, mend to be.
young In so.% is All the raminissir
mortal can leit "-The Otani Man, by
Francois( Copps,. ,
• • . Dutch Its Russian - Flag.- ,
Peter the -street math. the Ityrsirot
flag. He liked the Duteh so nitwit
. that - he lust turned their colors
trouts •
per Afternoon Tea.
A loaf of cube sugar rubbed oyes
the surface of an orange will retain
the orange flaver by absorbing the
oil_ Sager thus prepared and • used
In Ira- MI piitti thelCalieVirinimif
Ile Imis flavor, suggesting image
pi- toe,- _ _
1
leyoutself.'" Dix "yes; but attilito,4
„.3:_opal haver-11a" thEitxtcgepdt(i:ene‘'wete s„ II
Itlx,-"l alwe'ys in by the motto: 'll
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• rubbed oyes ..
ge will retitle
eboorbine the
red and • used
sting orange
the motto: fl
ne well. do ii
but Steepest•
PRETTY SUMMER SILKS
About the most practical of sum-
mer gowns are those simple affairs'
made of light-weight silks In coolers
neither very dark nor very light.
Foulards, messalines, chiffons, taf-
fetas and the less expensive crepes
Ire mainly chosen for these, and their
aucantia--ibeside-tlertiegutywf-the fab-
rics) lies In good- color-combinations
Ind in design. The changeable taf-
fetas of the present season have in-
spired designers to many pretty and
eery effective new ideas. These de-
signers have had in mind all types of
--"Sgures; designing-tor the OM one,
teU.ted
pot too straight, and for thg plump
ones lines tended 'to lengthen curves
and lend grace. Either style or any
style will look well on a figure pos-
sessed of the right proportions. That
a. one that Is neither too .thin or too
•
ideations of two fabries, which she
U117 model after.
Two etaingitet-are shows here of
models that are easy to make and
pleasing to look at A changeable chit.
ton taffeta (as-brown,' blue or green.
aline with hiackl_has_an amaze) of
- -
-Another advantage -ot thew
s silk geweehi-that twoeilks
re so often combined in making
them that short lengths may be
used. And for the clever and econom-
_ al lady who would evolve a new
  out of two old ones any number
of good designs.are offered in coin-,
iSOME HOME-MADE PRESENTS
!Pretty Gifts That Are Far Superior to
These That May Se Purchased
Anywhere.
hear *ern I.  antl idninite.of_ black
satin. Little -buttons of -btact- satin
and a narrow girdle of the same add
a telling finish. For the touches of
black are most effective.
This model Is designed for a slender
figure and is Made so that it may be
worn with a chemisette and collar of
lace. There is a small applique of
painementerie-or-Seidejeleek-ead-'
the color of the gown.
The second model which has been
developed in bing's blue and white or
black and white. The little coatee
is of a. plain foulard in the color of
the body of the gown, with cuffs to
match. Little oblong covered but-
lositAit„-thaldain fabric and pipings
-of-the-Seured--material-ntake a- pretty-
finish. The tie is a vivid green, but
black might be used .instead. Lace
undersleeves and a chnnisette are
worn with this model and its straight
line, and plain skirt recommend it to
othe stout figure.
Cretonne lamp shades with net laid
ever them.
Cake covers made of filet late
fwire frame.
, Some one of the numerous delecta-
ble little towels.
and cuff - lit orBee linen
Well made and embroidered.
A pair of new gathered ribbon gar-
ters with a posy of satin roses.
A set of cretonne or linen cases and
cloth to match for her traveling cases.
Lingerie pillows of handkerchief
linen, Cluny lace and a touch of am-
Ibroldery.
A table cover in Monk's cloth with
cross-stitch design all around the
femme.
Tea cloths and tea napkins with em-
broidered monograms and any individ-
lual touch.
k set of sachets of different size, not
Clumsy or overworked, but dainty and
bell filled.
For the Pongee Costume.
The "natural-colored" girl Is again
with us, meaning the girl who goes in
for a costume wholly in the shade of
natural-colored Brien or pongee. With
her tailored suit or frock of either
heavy linen or wash, she wears leath-
er pumps and lisle hoisery of a match-
Stag hue, a linen petticoat bordered
and banded with coarse unbleached
linen lace, a suede belt with self-col-
prod buckle and an outing hat of raf-
ts or Panama thawed with a natural-
colored Shantung scarf. Finally, in
one hand she carries • sunshade of
Shantung and natural wood, and in
the other a handbage.of raffia. For
country wear this sort of costume hi
exceedingly knowing-looking and It Is
a decided relied --in-a.--neighborhaod
where all-white or white and color get-
:Ups prevail.
Boudoir Fancies.
Delightfully dainty and cool looking
Are the new tamboured Swiss shams
end scarfs for the boudoir. The plaid
Salsa is shown for pillow shams, bu-
reau dress and table scarfs, all with
heavy scalloped edge and with stitch-
ed braid design. These suggest sim-
ple curtains of plaid muslin Or Swiss
and cushion box and couch covers of
gayly colored cretonne, with perhaps
Colonial rag rug or one of matting
In summery' lightness. The plate
==-1rwiallffeir'MW-111fams--Itud'aietvers-
decorated with scallops similar to the
plaid effect, but solid dots and fig-
ures are strewn over the surface of
the braid work.
P. Protect the Blouse.
The nardeet weer on a waist cofnes
it the sides under the arms. Protect
this part of the blouse with a strip of
oiled silk and there will be less likeli-
hood of the unsightly holes, which oft-
en make an otherwise good waist tin-
wearable. This is a trick of the trade
Practiced by the most fashionable of










MAST TREES FOR THE CROWN
-Mara of 'Wm limit Anew w
Placed on Pines In the Plyatotith
Colony.
-••
AUTOMOBILE HAS A WING
--
Frnech Motor Car Is Driven in the
Same Manner as an
Aeroplane.
A succeisful trial run was made re-
gently from Parts to London, about
330 miles. by • motor car driven by
a revolving wing, the Paris near.
states.
The vehicle. wide" was designed by
M. Bertrand de Lesseps, and is called
-the "winged-car;` has the appearance
of an ortlinuy motor car, save that
in front it is shaped like the prow
of a ship. From the extremity of
the prow extends a shaft to which is
attached the propeller—or revolving
wing—invented by M. Filippl.
The wing Is small, strong and thick
eed-revelvee w/tbls-4t-protactlng-ca4a-
The engine is of 40 horse power and
rotate@ the wUng by shaft ad chain
transmission.
There Is no other mechanism, the
wheels of the car being free, except
for footbrakes. By the side of the
'driver Is a single lever, which con-
trols the clutch and the forward atiti
_reinvament or the wing. The
wing can be reversed at a moment's
notice, thereby forming an additional
brake. In Uie trial runs • speed of
12 miles an hour was obtained with
2,100 revolutions of the wing a min-
ute. 'One curious feature was that the
car made no dust.
-Ai- the provitteial charter-OE
sailer which the Plymouth colony and
the province of Maine were united
v tied
that ill trees of the diameter of 34
inches arid upward of 12 luehes from
the ground, growing upon land nut
heretofore granted to any private per-
son, 'hood be reserved to the crown
frooryatllientifvuyruishi_linarg_ pees__of_maitsfloyr _tho_ba.
serves 





Near the coast all Otitis pities of suit,
able illiot.nsions were marked with the
reerrotrueeetweir mew
bark sith ea as, like the track of a'
crow This was the king's mark
Long after the revolution had oblit-
erated the royal authority men who
had been taught in boyhood to re-
opect the_ltin_rgtes_ark_ hesitated to cut-
such trees.
In felling a tree it was nee•aaav7
to "bed it" to prevent its breaking.
This was done by cutting the small
growth and placing small trees across
the hollow, so that there should be
no strain upon one section more titan
upon another when the monster pine
struck ground.
Thu mast was hauled out of the
woods on one strong sled, whatier la
winter or summer, and so many oxen
were -required that the bind pair were
often choked in crossinira hollow, he
-lug-hung up In their yoke by the pull-
ing of these ahead of them,
maid battling woe s Vent ev
and everybody within walking die.
Unice came to see it.
Too Much of a Good Thing.
"I vies very happy," said the protest+.
sor, "when, afer years of wooing, she
finally said Tep.:- 
111.-11-1-11, fild you break tbireffercge
meut so soon _after?" asked -his friend.
"Msn, it was she that dissolved it."
"Really?" said his friend. "How did
that happen"
"It was due to my accursed absent.
mindedness. When, a few days later,
I called at her home,---I again asked
her to marry me."
FROCKS—MIL—LITTLE GIRL—II
Simple Styles That Are Always IP
Favor aod That Would B. Un- _
anise to Change.
In children's frocks nowadays style
is quite as Important as it is in re
_Wit _to crown-up garments. For
long time there has been comparative-
ly little difference in the outline of
clothes for yonet_glrfs. grown girls
and their suit Ivrea mothers, but per.
haps this is to no small extent due to
the fact that grown-up lines have been
simple enough for childrpr to adopt.
No doubt if our dressmakers suc-
ceed in forcing upon us panniers and
draperies, general good taste will pre-
vent our defying little girls' frocks to
match, and we shall leave them still
straight, slim. and simple. Meantime
the coat and skirt of simple make,
with a plain front panel, large revers
and collar and the inevitable sprink-
ling of buttons or a long Cossack
frock or a pleated skirt and Magyar
blouse are each regarded as in their
proper place becoming to the school
girl or tven to the smaller child.
NEW STOCK COLLARS.
The new grand ther's stock Ii fik
another variation on the Robespierre
neckwear which is now at the height,
of fashion. This collar of, sheer hem-
stitched white linen turns over on •
high stock of plaited black silk, and
is trim and smart with tailored silk
blouses for morning wear.
Renovate Crepe.
Skimmed milk and eeter. with II
bit of glue in it, made scalding hot, is
excellent to restore old nisty black
crepe, if well squeezed and pulled dry
like muslin, it will look ad well as, or
better, than new.
ANDS ITCHED AND BURNED
Warrenton, Va•--"My little girl was
-troubled with eczema for three Years.
Her heads Inneetti and itched and look-
ed as if they were scalded. She could
sot sleep at night; I bad to be up all
night to keep her hands in warm wa-
ter. She rubbed her hands and large
white blisters came full of yellow wa-
ter. Then gores came and yellow cor-
ruption formed. She could not take
hold of anything with her hands,
used an ointment and tried a treat-
ment, but nothing did her any good.
so I got some Cuticura Soap and Oint-
ment After bathing her hands with
the Cuticura Soap and applying the
Cuticura Ointment I was astonished
to see the great relief, and Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment cured her
hands in three weeks." (Signed)
Mrs. John W Wines, Mar. 8, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and °figment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with 32-p. Skin Book. Address
poet-card "Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."
A Diagnosis.
"What's the matter with your hus-
band. Mrs. Mixey?"
"The doctor says he's got a bad at-
tack of ammonia."
"Then I guess It's apt to be fatal.
for it's bound to take his breath."
After Dark.
"Honest as the day is long, eh"
"Absolutely. But you'd better keep
your chicken coop locked."
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA. a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over SO ears.
Children Cry for Fletchees Castoris
Comparative Posseseite,
_,..."I have an abstract theory.•_•
"That's nothing. I've got a concrete
cellar."
A woman's mind is continually rue-
nine to clothes. If she isn't talking
through her hat she's laughing in her
sleeve.
The old hat on a woman's head
hasn't the slightest resemblance to the
new one she has on her mind.
A great majority of summer ills are
due to Malaria in suppressed form. Las-
situde and headaches are but two symp-
toms. +OXIDISE eradicates time Malaria
germ sad tones up the entire system.
moue IA America are almost as high
as the cost of Ilyte_g,_
itve, ertesiowts seetalse Syrup tee Milano
teething, natters the gums, seances inflassea.
Oen. Maga pain. eases wink gene. Ile a bottle.





If your appetite Is not west it should be
perhaps Malaria is developing. It affects
the whole system. OX1D1NE will clear
away the germs, 'rid you of Malaria and gee-
orally improve your condition.
Polar Exploration.
North polar exploration had attract-
ed the attention of adventurous and
anrititietts--niete -for nearly 400 years
before Peary reached the top of the
world. Search for the south pole has
always proved less attractive, and
only during the last 140 years have
explorers turned their attention toward
the goal recently reached by Amund-
sen.
BLUEJAY LIVES IN Viovil
0:11RIDCAL TIME
ilib71111V1hel• and,,h0thee
Noisy birds. oF WOMAN'S LIETOW We Tormented el TIMMS
The toluijey likes best to nye la
thick wood*, but It ohms comas into
open acids, orchards add sear dwell-
ings in Pouch of food. When it die
covers you assure a Proud Ind
angry air of commit and defiance.
The bluelay's upper parts are pus'
push blue. The lower parts are mite
plIsiegray. The wings and tail are
bright blue with black bare. The tall
feathers are tipped with white. It bas
The woman who cares for • cs;-.
wholesome mouth, and sweet breath.
will find Palthie Antiseptic a joy for-
_sase_t_att_eieuggista..let&-Litink
postpaid on receipt of price by"?
Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,
Too Much Renunciation.
"How foolish you women are," said
Mr. Nagg to his better half. "You
don't catch men doing such things as
joining 'Don't Worry' clubs."
"Of course not," snapped Mrs. Nagg.
"Men couldn't give up the pleasure of
worrying their wives."
Tits bluejay builds Its nest itiout
twenty Net &tette ground. It is made
of MI and fine roots. From four UP
six eggs are al ey are 0 a green-
ish drab color flecked with brown.
lu• be! 44 to
name itself, as its ronimoo utterance
le a long drawn, lay. Ay, laY.". This
c4-y, with the bright blue color, has
given it its name,
While the jay sings no song it Is
able to Imitate the calls of other
birds, by which means It of•.en at-
tracts them. It likes to tease and
torment the owl and especially the lit-
tle sparrow hawk. This Is done by
imitating the cry -of a wounded bird,
which draws the hawk near. Then
several jays will dart at the hawk
squealing and - fretIMIng about In
great glee Sometimes the play ends
in a tragedy, for the hawk pounces
upon one of--thent-to-tbe- -dlamaY--et
the others. Jays May he caged and
tamed like crows . and some writers
say taw can be taught to utter words.
0at.—"Bird Studies." by nerman C. De
_ 
UNKIND COMMENT,
Cold Blooded and Death Dealing
CHILLS, Cheatham'i Chill Tonic is the
only medicine which has entirely cured
me of chills. After spending a great
deal of money for several years to get
cured, I bought and used your Cheat-
ham's Chill Tonic which cured use and
also two of my children. I recommend
it to all as the best Chill Tonic I ever
saw, says Mr. T. J. House of Butcher,
Texas. Guaranteed to cure malaria or
price promptly refunded. All dealers
sell It in 60c bottles. Mfd. by A. B.
Richards Medicine Company, Sherman, I
Texas
The nearest some people ever come
to getting close to nature is to sit
In a palm room
Appropriate Trimmings.
"What was that ice palace trimmed To prevent Malaria is far better than
to cure It. In malarial countries take a
dose of OXIDINE regu'airly once each week
sad rave yourself from Chills and Fever and
other malarial troubles.
Madge—George says he always loses
his head when bFgnes in the water.
Maude—I should think that would
be the only part of him that would
keep _him Afloat.
Opening lip Lhasa.
Lhassa, which is the capital of
Tibet, for generations was known as
the Forbidden City, because of its
potIttcat-sad- retrials 'actual...mese. 
In 1904 • British armed expedition
opened_ gia mysterious old city. Pre-
viouasciAlisHble practically *veer
European travail' bad been stopped
In his efforts to reach the place The
population in Lhasa is about 35,000.
As a summer wale there Is no medicine
that quite compares with t/XIDINE It not
only builds up the ersteui. but taken reg-
ularly, prevents Malaria. Regular or Taste-
less formula at Druggists.
Froniato 501romantAigea
How k May lio Penal -
In-Safoty.
Odd, Va.: - "I am enjoying bettee
health than I have for SO years, and I
believe I can safely
say now that I am a
well woman. I was
on alarm and
had all kinds of heavy
Work to do which
usect_the troubles
that came on me Is.
ter. For Ave years
Life I was not able
to lift • pail of wa-
ter. I had hemor-
rhages which would last for weeks and!
was not able to sit up in bed. I suffered
a great deal with my back and was se
nervous I could scarcely sleep at nighty
and I did not do any housework for three
years.
"Now I can do as much work se
any woman of my age in the county.
thanks to the benefit vI has', received
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. I recommend your remedies
to all suffering women." -Mrs. MAW111/1
L. HOLLOWAY, Odd, Va.
No other medicine for woman's ills had
received such wide-spread and unquali-
fied endorliment. We know of DO other/
medicine which has such a record of
succeis as has Lydia E. Pinkharn's
Vegetable Compound. For more than 80
years It has been the standard remedy
fur woman's Ills; "--
If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegeta-
ble Compound wW help you. write
to Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for ad-
Tice, Your letter will be opened.
read and answered by a woman,
held in strt_contidetsol• 
Mae the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver le











..ad Distress After Eating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRIM
Genuine must bear Signature
ezPze
Uwe Stock and -11lesdhessetti
—
Electrotypes
I. great variety forliterlie-'
wean= PIEwSPAPInt LIAM,







We will pay you a salary to
represent us In your city
The greaten oppo enmity weer offered to g.od. retho
Me men and women to secure profitable employs
ways struck me as 
meat es direct representatn• of our schooL WO
willira, you • salary of de weekly sod ewe soar
"While so few are successful-in look- goiLL a or ropeessta _.KIN LA
own elk Writs as one. for terrttoryla
AVILES Nth JAMS0.14VILLJA.
Mg for an opening, almost every one • 
The Marvel of It
"There Is one thing in life which al.
queer."
ons for a few hours work each dae"What is that?"
can find himself in a hole." 'READERS
Men and women who are odd might •of this paper desiring to buy any_
get even by marrying. thing advertised in its columns should
insist upon having what they ask for,
TO DRIVE OT MAILARI# refusing all substitutes or imitat
ions.
Take the oVriattfard 6 tf:OWIT3qA841 = 
ibIlLL TONIC. You team iii bat you 
aro ,tta _ _ _
The Chamberlayne School
ing Department limited. Wiridual lostnettoll.
tooe::,d,try &p.m for goys st Richmond, Va. Bomb
session begins Sept /4. MI. ( 11.
M. A. Pk. a., Ilmeseare, Ull um. mem% 111.°=6"4.11,
showing it is 
sImp55 moraula ii 
l'y (jumbo/ end Ircn Insteamiest(
form. •nd tne mot effectual tuna. nor grown
people and cbiidont. SO cents.
The Long and Short of It.
"Struggling young lawyers mix
things up, don't they?"
"In what way"
"They Beldom have a brief career




"I put the wrong couples togeter
at that dinner and I don't know what
to do about my mistakes."
"Why.. repair them,'
Patriotism.
your. MillEit-lierbitr- re- Aim 
fused to share you. Why was that? r 
Parke—I told him I'd just had a RIMIER lain in
Turkish bath. Muselnamater
 Pealtry Wars. Pesseses, ewe.
5 or 6 doses 666 "la
breaks any case of Chills & Fewer; and
if taken then as a tonic the Fever win
not return. Price 2.Se.n TSUATIID. GPI. lyric* Nolief. usually remove semi.Iing and short breede in a few days sag
entire relief is 15-45 days. trial treatmalle







roP M A LARIA,„ cau.N.q 'Kt
VIIITERSMITIfS GENERAL TONIC
ACIRU..E5
H 1 To N C °BLED.s.E-T - Or RESC N 
minty has a fitting physique." ‘"-i 666'° ."That angling friend of yours car. , Nn1
"In what way" 1 This is a prescription prepared especial-
"I noticed he has fishy eYes and • 1 ly for Chills and Fever. Five or six doses
decided catch in his voice." will break any case of 
Chills and Fever.
. and if taken then as a tonic the Fever will
One way to become popular is to let t not return. It acts on the liver better than
other people impose on you. 1 Calomel and does not gri
pe or 'idiom Itsc.
Death Lurks
-1-
:N. U.. MEMPHIS, No. 151-1ett.
n A Weak Heart
Sao Vlititt-Menstield Drug Illoolphis, Tenn. Pelee $1.00
•
•
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°tads Will Appear To
Much Better Advantage
IN YOUR PANTRY
THAN ON OUR SHELVES!
THE 
I. WheriThay Naturally "ale* Anyway,




Obelisk, Cold Dast. •
. 1.4
COFFEES
Golden Days, White House,
...,__Univenity Club, Maxwell
lies" ow Ale &ewe gle44,•
The Famous Hi Relishes, -also-- the-ffirsch Line








we are e \ agerating we ‘V ill leave
the baby family, for this time
and will rive more later.
One kidneYr,entediltes known
merit. . - .•
Murray Poo* rat Utietutt- -
That eselfildif ki-Dealealitida"- • 
Murray testimony proves i
Mrs. S.441: Pool, Pool St„ Mut..
"I used to out%
bhp. For years I was unab to
rise at night and in the m ing
1,:womill_be nil tired ou This
would- make me nerv $ and
i
egegai h adaches.- M iitht was 
blurred wou often be-
come -dizzy. Whe I stooped I
had sharp tw in the small
of my back. I IS I heard of
the excellent rest obtained
from Doan's -idney rt, so I
got a box d used them di-
reeted wit good results. Since
then I have used Doan's Kidney
Pills whenever I have feared a
slight return of kidney trouble




great plea'sure to recommend'
such an excellent. reerly as
Doan 's Kidney Pills." ' -







1:elus Spit-eland has gone to •ii a 0, eW or e -Went--tabaCCO_V___ I Ing.„‘ tit' • for tho-lInit-ed Statesarmy worm has been get-anti—in
Ola. the 12 year old daughter, Remember the name---Doan'shis work in th-1-  neighborhood.
L. Underwood, has been -and take no other.The latarains have been a great °L
-
quite -siek-but is biter at--th-isr-------̀ "------benefilitilate-i-!orn and- tiTibaceo,
---Ol:lrlrruretrant; 1•4r.-Btaloeir;- nit- I
  -tbr proud -father Tif.n..-A4t .1 1•••1„
Bonnie Bray is rejoicing over
the arrival of a fife pound boy
at his home.
There is also a new-corner at
• the home of Jim Geurm In the
-401911-4-a
Berry Lassiter is boastirg of
SD other fine girl at his house.
Dick Futrell is the happiest
man in-our-town--it Isis big, fine
boy.
• For fear someone may think
• •••
'Ibilb. ..4444.... ".44,16. •••40,4„.
J .enry County Fair
PARIS, TENN., SEPT. 25, 26, 27, 28, 1912
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The Fair season is now open and the HenrygnoinnfrraV Is on the Great
Tennessee-Mississippi-Alabama Circuit, following bohlt and Mur-
ray. Race horse and race men are following the circuit and ris and enry
County will get their share of the sport.
-departrnentsliavcr
per cent, special attention being given to Floral Hall. The special premiums
offered on cattle this year are the largest ever offered in Henry County.





• •• SWAIN'S BAND WILL FURNISH MUSIC •• •• AS HERETOFORE •• •• •
i Wild Bill's Frontier Days and Wild West Shows 
••••• •• .will give Three Big Free Performances Each Day •  ,• •• •• •
i LARGE TENT SHOWS AND CARNIVAL ATTRACTION THIS YEAR.—SPECIAL TRAINS i
I BETWEEN PARIS AND THE GROUNDS EACH DAY. i s• •• OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO .........•• OOOOOOOOOOOOO .. OOOOO •••••••••••••
• •
RENCEDIATES ON ALL ROADS--Notice Special Days
SPECIALIMINS SalidrRte• 
a. m., if-Croun . 
OOOOOOOOOOO •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • •-•
The _family of Elmer Itowle • -
' t seite --"1 yeti
-know-we are progressing nicely.
The timt thing is to extend a
general levitation . to all who
have not been inviled, _to attend
our union croquet game at Almo
Park Sentley-aftertroore begin-
ning -ar one lock every. Stin-
ditY afternoon. . s sure a union
Christie and sinners
combined, can't tell one from the
other. _All claim to have good
time and gueas-wi would enter-
tain visitors royally if any should
appilftb-cinife.
Mr. Tip Holland, one of our
OUT —
will go to Texas soon.
Will close with best wishes
News Boy;-
r. nn ompson an am y
are thinking of going- to Texas.;
Alarge crowd attended thehig
W. 0. W. picnic at this place the
17th. Editor Jennings made a
talk  in favor of he_tobacco_
association.- - --
Come on ye scribes and-let us





There we was • builder.' by the mane et St. Clair,








Where the vsoriment is larre and pr:ces a-e fair.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY
BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Keeping 17and ••ont ireiaily tine of the many
items need•-d 1,y •,::e _contra...dor or the
amatc•ur -
Hard -wear is ,:ernardel.Jf this eli.ss of Hard ,vare.
•_and you_Can deven,j on the reliability ef the goods
we 7,ffer.
A. B. BEALE & SON KENTUCKY
-NO • — —
Firth Rand.
. SPECIAL SCH • DAYS 
Fl l' 1).‘S' Heim '.!11111, 4411..,1
• fr;rti
' riot iiT1-1 •2.111: . .i.4411.  '
,
••••
The Memphis annual confer-
ence will, convene at 9 a: -m.
November 13th. at Brownsville,
Tenn. Following are the dates
quarterly conference for the
fourth quarter in this the Paris
distnict: . ' .
, McKenzie Station., Sept.' 1-"g1,-
' Oct. Aii.
Cottage Greve ct., Union
Hall, Sept. 7th, Sth.
. Manleeville- et., Manle Y's
Chapel. Sept. Sth, 11th. ' -
'- East Murray et., Bethel, Sent(
14th, 15th.
Murray Station, Sept. 15th,
le tit.
Wc..:-:t Paris et:, Johnson's
Chapel. Sept. 20th. •
Big Sandy et.. Flatwood.-:,
S--.e.121st, -22nd. --
• Faxon et:, Crooked Creek,
, -S.,' Tt.2 22n-d. 23rd. •
I
L„Oli,:e et.; Palestine. Sept.:28th.
2,...1th. -,
• Kirksey ct„ Kirksey. *Sept.
i-29th, 30th. -
__t_ Hazel et Pleasant Hill. Oct.
.0111,411 Wren !,f 1.1,0:_ettutakt,_ .1 1.% ?Alirtittet1-4:4,,r.r44-
!ticket I W4, wrelpt,t,..4 •,, Then.
I Katt*, 6% liert, I 1 -H. • I I Arco it but old propel ave.. omit
..;11.•,. Do not apply for Ticlois th•• General 1.chet Office, but apply at the -School Tickirt Office."-
•• OOOOOOOO •••• ••••••••
CATAI•()GS ANI) INFORMATION ON ItEtlITEST
R. H. Hudson, Secretary.
ii91:,14!!‘611€911i51
Oct. 22nd. Oil Os Troubled Waters.5th, 6th.
• Atwood at., Shiloh Oct. 25th, I6thF,arni7th.ington ct.. LYnville, Oct.
26th, '27th. • t Did you ever try cooking with
Dresden Station, Oct. Coal Oil ttive? If haven'tMelienzie et. Blooming Grove
Oct. 12th, 13th. - - ;you ought let us you one.
Henry and New Bethel, Hen- They are n e, c . economicalGleason ct.. Seminary, Oct. ry, Oct.. 29th. - and satisfact Call and see13th, 14th. 
i Paris Station, November 3rd, our line. Al we can sell youWest Murray et., Lynn Gr-Ve, 4th.
•
 r gallon cash ati Coal Oil at19th, 20th. . - C. A. Watterfield, • !the 'store and a good line
,
Conyersville et., Elkton, Oet.,ir. Presiding Elder. lof oil ca s, etc. ive us a call
Three Farms for Sale. I B. Beale & Son.
--.....1.4...- for we want your uainess. -A.20th. 21st.
East Paris cf., Little Rock. ,
Want
Long Hair?
, And you would like long
I hair? Rich, heavy hair?Beautiful.- luxuriant . hair?
.That is perfectly natttral, and
we are here to help you.
Ayer's Hair Vigor is a great
aid to-nature in producing
jug the kind of hair you de-
sire. Do not be afraid to
Use it. No danger of its col-
oring your hair. The ingre-
dients are all given on each
label, thus enabling your
doctor to wisely advise you
concerning its use: Consult
him freely. lie. knows. •
Made by II • .7 C A ?IR CY, 1,4.1.'1 Uwe
• 4.
.One of 160 a,,res three miles! •R• I.: Ellison ' and wife and
Sula Gardner and wife, of .Ftnorth of Murray. two public,'
roads. -rural route, 9 room resi.-1W04. Texas, arrived here the
first of the week and were 'the-idence good as new, good well .
•io porch, concrete milk cellar. 3 guests of Nat Ryan and wife)*
35 several days: Mr. Ellison androod barns. good stock barn,
icres. in good timber, 70acres in Wife were residents of this coun-
ty•for many years leaving heregals% balisoce in 0itivation.'
- several years ago for Ft. WorthPrice $6,5(01. '
..irksey, enim
20 acres tw
vet). ..t acres in :„,•, vt.:11..- ,,t• it re 'd )
their home. !ttr. FIlison is about
Ica north of where they have since made
baltgain at $(;(Pi. -• - ...• (may or 
severaniotyyeiasris-
in graded „school distfki, line
roads, aril most desirable honiel_
place. Price $7,0(P.
-__...—....C, W. Drinkald. i .,
- Throat, Kidney csad Stomach
: Diseases, - Eyi,/Ear, - Nose.




• 120 acres 901e mile'seuthwest of and only stopped for a few day.
:hither. Go(
Farmingtott.,..9 room residem.,,.. ••n.route home from Dawson and
Cerulean Springs.two .good tobacco-barns, sto::1;
barn 58x60 feet, as zood as in
the county. two acres in orchard. DR JOHNSON & JOHNSONunder go-el fence and in high: . .-
;etateel: cultivation. feel.)eation, '-
*1 for Ledger- a big bargain.-- - i ntritikr, -KY..- AUGUST 1st, TO -20116
gefg101 .iiLllagrefia#le
4 
  REAT GALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR I
OH •  MURRAY KENTUCKY  no
OCTOBER 2, 3, and 5
•;-'
:••••••••••••r-•-••••
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